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ABSTRACT

The future o f engineering education has been a subject o f concern in past years. 

There is no doubt that changes are needed to keep abreast with the new tools o f 

technology and business, and to attract students. The planning o f curricula should be 

governed by the definition o f an engineer as the creator for public goods and by the 

demands o f the industry.

The tools that were available for engineering education in the past, those that are 

being presently used, and the techniques that dominate in the twenty-first century are 

analyzed. The problems associated with the new engineering education are discussed. 

The areas o f engineering education that need improvement are highlighted. The current 

role o f engineers in organization is analyzed.

Engineering education will be challenged as never before, to shape the nature and 

quality o f life in the twenty-first century. Engineering education will be at the forefront 

to meet these challenges.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Engineering is a profession in which the knowledge o f mathematical and natural 

sciences gained by study, experience, and practice, is applied with judgm ent to develop 

ways to utilize economically, natural and man-made materials and the forces o f nature for 

the benefit o f mankind1. Engineering is generally defined as the application o f science to 

machines, vehicles, processes and procedures for the improvement o f living conditions. 

Also, engineering is the study o f natural and / or human-made systems and processes 

with a view to the eventual use o f the knowledge obtained in engineered systems, 

products, processes and services.

The various branches o f engineering are defined as follows:

♦ Aerospace Engineering: Aerospace engineers design, develop, and test missiles,

spacecraft, and commercial and military aircraft, and supervise manufacturing o f

these products. The develop new technologies for use in commercial aviation, 

defense systems, and space exploration, often specializing in areas like structural 

design, guidance, navigation, and control, instrumentation and communication, or 

production methods. They also may specialize in a particular type o f product, such as 

commercial transports, helicopters, spacecraft, or rockets. Aerospace engineers may 

be experts in aerodynamics, propulsion, thermodynamics, structures, celestial 

mechanics, acoustics, or guidance and control systems.

♦ Chemical Engineering: It is the development and application o f manufacturing

process in which chemical or certain physical changes o f the materials are involved. 

Typical courses that cover this branch o f engineering include fluid flow, heat flow, 

evaporation, drying, distillation, and gas adsorption, filtration and size preparation. 

Chemical engineers apply the principles o f  chemistry and engineering to solve 

problems involving the production or use o f chemicals. They design equipment and 

develop processes for large scale chemical manufacturing, plan and test methods o f

1
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manufacturing the products and treating the by-products, and supervise production. 

Chemical engineers also work in industries other than chemical manufacturing such 

as electronics or photographic equipment.

♦ Civil Engineering: Civil engineers work in the oldest branch o f engineering, 

designing and supervising the construction o f roads, buildings, airports, tunnels, 

bridges, and water supply and sewage systems. Major specialties within engineering 

are structural, water resources, environmental, construction, transportation, and geo- 

technical engineering.

♦ Electrical and Electronics Engineers: Electrical and electronics engineers design, 

develop, test, and supervise the manufacture o f electrical and electronic equipment. 

Electrical equipment includes power generating and transmission equipment used by 

electric utilities, and electric motors, machinery controls, and lighting and wiring in 

buildings, automobiles, and aircraft. Electronic equipment includes radar, computer 

hardware, and communication and video.

♦ Industrial Engineering: Industrial engineers determine the most effective ways for 

an organization to use the basic factors o f production —people, machines, materials, 

information, and energy, to make or process a product or produce services. They the 

bridge between management goals and operational performance. They are more 

concerned with increasing productivity through the management o f people, methods 

o f business organization, and technology than engineers in other specialties, who 

generally work more with products or processes. To solve organization, production, 

and other related problems most efficiently, industrial engineers study the product and 

its requirements, use mathematical methods such as operation research to meet those 

requirements, and design manufacturing and information systems. Industrial 

engineers determine which plant location has the best combination o f raw materials 

availability, transportation, and costs. They also develop wage and salary
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administration systems evaluation programs. Many industrial engineers move into 

management positions because the work is closely related.

♦ M echanical Engineering. This is the most mature o f engineering curricula and it 

includes courses in metallurgy, machine design, heat transfer, power engineering, 

refrigeration, steam and air conditioning. Mechanical engineers plan and design 

tools, engines, machines, and other mechanical equipment. They design and develop 

power-producing machines such as internal combustion engineers, steam and gas 

turbines, and je t and rocket engines. They also design and develop power-using 

machines such as refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment, robots, materials 

handling systems, and industrial production equipment. Mechanical engineering is 

the broadest engineering discipline, extending across many interdependent specialties. 

Mechanical engineers may work in production operations, maintenance, or technical 

sales; many are administrators or managers.

♦ Metallurgical, Ceramic, and Materials Engineering: Metallurgical, ceramic, and 

materials engineers develop new metal alloys, ceramics, plastics, composites, and 

other materials, and adapt existing materials to new uses. Engineers manipulate the 

atomic and molecular structure o f the materials in controlled and manufacturing 

environments, selecting materials with desirable mechanical, electrical, magnetic, 

chemical, and heat-transfer properties, which meet special performance requirements. 

Examples are graphite golf club shafts that are light but stiff, ceramic tiles on the 

space shuttle that protect it from burning up during reentry into the atmosphere, and 

the alloy turbine blades in a je t engine.

♦ Mining Engineering: Mining engineers find, extract, and prepare coal, metals, and 

minerals for use by manufacturing industries and utilities. They design open pit and 

underground mines, supervise the construction o f mine shafts and turbines in 

underground operations, and devise methods for transporting minerals to processing 

plants. Mining engineers are responsible for the safe, economical and
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environmentally sound operation o f mines. Some mining engineers work with 

geologists and metallurgical engineers to locate and appraise new ore deposits.

♦ Nuclear Engineering: Nuclear engineers research and develop the processes, 

instruments, and systems used to derive benefits from the nuclear energy and 

radiation. They design, develop, monitor, and operate nuclear power plants used to 

generate electricity and power navy ships. They may work on the nuclear fuel cycle -  

the production, handling and use o f nuclear and safe disposal o f waste produced by 

the nuclear energy, or on fusion energy. Some specialize in the development o f 

nuclear power sources for spacecraft; others develop industrial and medical uses for 

radioactive materials, such as equipment to diagnose and treat medical problems

♦ Petroleum Engineering: This is the newest o f the traditional engineering programs. 

It is the application o f basic and engineering sciences to the exploration, drilling, 

development, flow through porous media, production field surface processing and 

transmission o f fluid from the reservoir to the surface. It includes different types o f 

engineering courses in order to provide a broad basic preparation. Courses in this 

field cover design, properties o f rock and fluids, flow o f fluid through porous media, 

mechanics o f oil/gas production, transmission o f oil and gas, instrumentation and 

subsurface concepts.

Petroleum engineers search the world for underground reservoirs containing oil or 

natural gas. When oil is discovered, petroleum engineers work with geologists and 

other specialists to understand the geologic formation and properties o f the rock 

containing the reservoir, determine the drilling methods to be used, and monitor 

drilling and production operations. They design equipment and processes to achieve 

the maximum profitable o f oil and gas, sometimes suing computer models to simulate 

reservoir performance using different recovery techniques. Because only a small 

proportion o f the oil and gas in a reservoir will flow out under natural forces, 

petroleum engineers develop and use various enhanced recovery methods. These
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include injecting water, chemicals, gases, or steam into an oil reservoir to force more 

o f the oil out, and computer-controlled drilling to connect a large area o f a reservoir 

to a single well. Since even the best techniques in use today recover only a portion o f 

the oil and gas in a reservoir, petroleum engineers research and develop technology 

and methods to increase this proportion and lower cost o f drilling and production 

operations.

Petroleum engineering is defined as the practical application o f the basic sciences 

o f chemistry, physics, mathematics and geology and all o f  the engineering sciences to 

the development, recovery and field processing of petroleum.

Engineering Science: This is the study o f natural and/or human-made systems 

and processes with a view to the eventual use o f  the knowledge obtained in 

engineered systems, products, processes, and services.

Emergence of Petroleum engineering Discipline:

Formal studies in petroleum technology, it is generally agreed, began at the 

University o f Pittsburgh2, with seven courses in oil and gas geology, technology and law 

offered there in 1910. Although Batchley2, apparently petroleum engineering’s first 

publicist had announced the advent o f a new discipline as early as 1911, the first 

petroleum engineering degrees were not granted until 1915. At that time, three o f the 

four students completing the formal program at Pittsburgh chose to accept the new degree 

designation. The fourth man requested the more conventional designation, Engineers o f 

mines.

After Pittsburgh2, in the period Of 1910-1920, ten more o f the present petroleum 

engineering departments had their conception or birth either as full degree-granting 

curricular entities or as core o f petroleum courses growing to curricular status. 

California, Missouri Mines, West Virginia, Stanford, MIT, Colorado Mines, Tulsa, 

University o f Oklahoma, Norman, and Oklahoma State scheduled their first courses in 

petroleum technology in this decade.
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The early subject emphasis was geological; the early course were largely presented 

in or in conjunction with the existing departments o f geology, and much early reference 

material consisted o f USGS and state geological survey pamphlets. Petroleum 

engineering first developed as an extension o f petroleum geology2.

It is through engineering that the scientific discoveries are applied and the necessity 

for additional investigation discovered. Science and engineering are strongly 

interdependent, yet are distinct in behavior. In training o f engineers, engineering 

education has and continues to play a major role.

The end o f  the cold war has produced a different situation. While it certainly has an 

impact on the engineering profession and will continue to do so, it is a major factor added 

to the astounding development o f information technology, the rigors o f global economic 

competition, the challenges o f environmental protection, problems with an aging 

infrastructure, the accelerating diversity o f the world’s population, and other great 

technical and social transformations.

The present technological revolution is more subtle than past ones but just pervasive 

and important in its impact on human life. Many o f the technologies o f today and 

tomorrow are internal rather than external in their function and impact; often they operate 

on a microscopic and molecular scale or even invisibly, in the electromagnetic spectrum.

New materials, for example, are opening the door to superconductivity, 

microelectronic robots, embedded sensors, human organ replacements, and ever-smaller 

and more power computers. Computerization and information technologies are driving 

an accelerating increase in the productive organization o f  human enterprise, from 

manufacturing and business to entertainment, telecommunications, transportation 

systems, and the information highway.

The changes affecting engineering are not just economic and technological but also 

social and cultural. In the United States, a demographic shift is occurring on a scale 

equal to those o f the early twentieth century, as immigration from Latin America and 

Asia together with the growing population o f resident Hispanic and African Americans 

alter the traditional at U.S. view o f “ minority” and “majority.” Along with the entry o f
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lager numbers o f women into the workforce over the past two decades, these 

demographic shifts mean that engineering, traditionally a bastion o f white males, must 

reshape many o f its cultural foundations if  it is to remain strong and relevant to the 

society it serves.

The means o f delivering engineering work is also changing; engineering works are 

no longer delivered solely through tangible products. Engineering services ranging from 

designs to software systems to technology assessments are delivered electronically 

around the world. Engineering education is very much an engineering service, it too, 

requires effective delivery systems.

Other changes are having a major impact on engineering education. Television, 

computers, video games appear to have modified significantly the ways the young people 

learn and are willing to learn. A number o f societal factors have contributed to a loss o f 

academic discipline that yields among other things, fewer young stars with an orientation 

toward and strong skills in mathematics and science.

All these aspects o f the changing context o f  engineering affect engineering education 

in various ways. The engineering education is feeling the stress o f changing external 

conditions but has undergone only limited and sporadic changes in response; like all 

established enterprises, it resists large scale change. But the time for the change is now at 

hand. There is an urgent need for new vision and for taking stock to see where changes 

must be made in the system so as to continue meeting the needs o f the nation now and in 

the coming century.

1.2 Objectives

The objective o f this thesis is to analyze trends in engineering education, and to point 

out the role, that educators and professional engineers must assume. The factors have to 

be considered in this work:

♦ Identification o f critical challenges facing engineering education today;

♦ Vision o f engineering education for the future;

♦ Development o f plan for meeting the challenges; and
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♦ Stimulation o f a nationwide effort to implement the plan.

With humanity s growing numbers and demands placing ever-increasing pressure on 

the resources o f a shrinking world, creative and thoughtful use o f engineering technology 

will remain essential for solving the problems o f energy, food, transportation, housing, 

health care, communication manufacturing, education, environmental protection and for 

fulfilling other requirements o f modern life. It is worthwhile for the engineers to know 

that all problems are not new.



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

In recent years it has become customary to regard university education as important 

for an engineer3, but this has not always been the case. For several centuries the 

universities and engineers o f Europe had no connection with each other3. Probably there 

are still a few practical men who look with considerable suspicion on a university 

graduate as he comes to an engineering job, and there are probably a few university 

people who regard engineering departments as interlopers.

Engineering has two aspects and two traditions. One is the tradition o f the master 

craftsman3 . It is a little hard to trace, historically, for its members rarely wrote books. 

They were builders and doers, rather than thinkers and talkers. But they did develop a 

strong sense o f professional responsibility. Mistakes could not be tolerated. The art was 

handed from master to apprentice and the road o f mastery involved hard work. 

Experience was its measure.

The other tradition is a scientific and mathematical one. It is represented in ancient 

times by Plato’s Academy and by the school at Alexandria3. At the time o f the 

Renaissance it comes to light in the faculties o f philosophy in the universities and in the 

mathematicians attached to various courts. Today, it is represented by the scientific and 

the mathematical aspects o f work in the universities. The men o f this tradition were 

often, and sometimes today, dismissed as merely theoretical, or impractical, by those who 

have less understanding o f the matters in which they find an absorbing interest. But from 

this group have come most of the strikingly new ideas of engineering.

An engineer may often need to have an understanding o f the background o f the 

government and the understanding o f its trends. Professor W ilbur3 o f the Department o f 

civil Engineering o f the Massachusetts Institute o f Technology gave special emphasis to 

this point with respect to civil engineering. He asserts that politics is often a more vital 

element in civil engineering than the strength o f materials, and a civil engineer must 

understand the way in which he has to deal human and social factors.

9
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Houston' believed that an appropriate education for engineers must include 

philosophy. Philosophy has been the breeding ground and the origin o f practically all our 

branches o f learning. Most recently have come from it psychology, sociology, 

economics, and all o f the so-called social sciences. Who knows what may develop next? 

And a study o f some great thinkers o f the world is certainly not to be omitted from the 

background o f an educated engineer.

A third element is an acquaintance with literature, and not merely in order to be able 

make a polite conversation in appropriate circles, but because good literature represents 

significant thinking on important problems.

In 1956, Terman4 suggested that, we do not take credit for all that has been made, but 

the fact remains without the work o f the engineer we could still be living as large people 

did in the Middle Ages and as people will live in a large proportion o f the world. While 

basic discoveries are made by the scientist- the physicist, the chemist, the 

mathematicians, etc., without the engineers they would remain there in the laboratory 

with little influence on our daily lives.

In 1963, Perrine5 summarized the unification in engineering education and the 

petroleum engineer, and he said that the advantage o f unified approach to engineering 

education, for petroleum engineers as well as other fields o f engineering, can be 

suggested by the phrase: “good for four years or for forty?” The unified program can 

provide education in breadth, so that the individual retains a degree o f  competence as an 

engineer in addition to the ability to practice his profession within a specific engineering 

field.

This depth o f educational background creates a natural receptiveness for a change, 

and thus adaptability to new ideas made necessary by change5. Depth in engineering 

science and physical sciences lends awareness, and an ability to understand new concepts 

permitting the individual to develop new technology from fundamentals. Current 

practice is in large part to re-educate key individuals to offset effects o f change

W hiting6 presented a report on cooperative education. Herman Schneider, 

University o f Cincinnati, is said to be the father o f U.S. cooperative education, since he
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initiated the first known program in 1906. Schneider believed that a combination o f 

industrial experience and academic study would make education richer and more 

meaningful. To this day, there are a few who will disagree with this observation. Recent 

studies by others have established that the combination o f work and study6:

♦ Increases the students’ motivation.

♦ Contributes to a greater sense o f responsibility for their own efforts

♦ Develops greater dependence upon ones own judgm ent and a corresponding 

development o f maturity.

♦ Contributes to a better understanding o f other people and development o f greater 

skills in human relations, helping to break down the segmentation o f college 

students into a wholly adolescent community.

♦ Helps to acquaint the student with industrial work and the function o f occupation 

in providing the wide range o f goods and services characteristic o f the economy.

♦ Provides the student with information relative to the range o f job opportunities, 

qualification requirements and the potentials and limitations not only o f his own 

field but also o f associated fields.

♦ Makes possible higher education to those qualified scholastically and financially 

prohibited, and also to those who are skeptical o f the value o f “book learning” 

and their own potential for college work.

♦ Contributes to faculty development and improvement through close association 

with the industry.

♦ Utilizes more efficiently the college physical plant and faculty because o f the 

rotation o f students between college and industry.

♦ Contributes to better understanding o f education problems by industry personnel 

and provides a means of attracting and maintaining a flow o f trained personnel 

who have been observed and tested during their educational program.

♦ Contributes to a better understanding and recognition o f a college’s function by 

the surrounding community, frequently resulting in improved moral and financial 

support.
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In 1963, Hall pointed out the functions o f the commission on engineering education. 

The commission has dedicated itself to developing and maintaining engineering 

education at a maximum level o f excellence by strengthening the environment and 

improvising the effectiveness o f engineering education. It is promoting those activities, 

which will:

♦ Increase the capabilities o f individual faculty members.

♦ Provide education resources

♦ Facilitate the introduction o f advances in science and technology

♦ Improves teaching efficiency

♦ Encourage initiative

♦ Develop a more adequate understanding o f factors affecting the motivation 

and accomplishment o f present and potential engineering students.

Rye suggested that students studying petroleum engineering and the people teaching 

this profession keeps in mind, “ what does the oil industry expect and look for in a 

graduate petroleum engineering? In order to understand this question, it is necessary to 

investigate the hiring practices and training methods employed by the oil industry.

Rye , also pointed out that the oil industry as well as the school must encourage 

qualified and personable young men to take up petroleum engineering. In recent years, 

there has been a drastic reduction in enrollment in most schools in petroleum engineering. 

Many prospective students have the impression that petroleum engineering doesn’t offer 

the career possibilities that some o f the older, more established civil, mechanical and 

chemical engineering professions do. They do not realize that petroleum engineers are 

called upon to address problems in almost all phases o f engineering, and consequently, 

the courses offer a well-rounded and varied engineering background. Petroleum 

engineering work is a real and adventurous challenge. If the prestige and the status o f 

petroleum engineers and the oil industry can be raised and, if  the schools can help to 

transmit this message to the new incoming engineering students, the enrollment problem 

will probably solve itself.
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Rye further suggested that more emphasis should be put on a broader liberal 

education with emphasis on oral and written communication. Many companies have 

found new graduates lacking in this respect, and have found it necessary to give 

additional instruction in how to write and present reports. Students must be weary o f 

hearing how important English is. It is not enough to require English courses in schools; 

these courses must be made interesting and practical. Students must realize that the 

ability to write and communicate clearly and to the point is tied right with the ability to 

think clearly and logically.

In 1959, Kirkpatrick concluded that, fundamental engineering education consists o f

♦ Vocabulary

♦ Logic and

♦ Imagination

These terms are used in their broadest sense. Vocabulary represents the tools o f the 

profession, the basic and engineering sciences, mathematics and the written and spoken 

words, logic includes the skills o f the profession, the analysis and synthesis and design o f 

systems; and imagination is the creativeness o f the profession, an attribute with which are 

not endowed.

Kirkpatrick9 also summarized Grinter’s work. Grinter has summarized for ASEE 

some o f the changes that have taken place since the original American Society for 

Engineering (ASEE) report was first circulated in 1953. The interested reader is urged to 

read Grinter s survey in its entirety because it includes many quotes from his 

respondents which strongly reflect the dynamics o f the current engineering education 

philosophy and curricula changes.

More specifically, the curricula changes have involved the following.

♦ A considerable strengthening o f the undergraduate mathematics program, with 

calculus being moved to the freshman year.

♦ De-emphasis on and, in some instances course deletions in surveying, 

engineering drawing, descriptive geometry, internal combustion engines, heat 

and power laboratory, etc.
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♦ A much more progressive evaluation o f engineering laboratory requirement and 

instruction.

♦ A significantly greater curricula requirement in the humanistic studies field.

♦ A strengthening and unification o f courses in the engineering science field. 

Noted here is a trend toward synthesis o f basic subject matter in core courses and 

a de-emphasis along departmental lines.

♦ A definite strengthening and upgrading in the professional course area o f 

analysis, synthesis and design by integrating into more mathematics and basic 

engineering sciences.

♦ Much greater emphasis on, and encouragement for, development o f academic 

engineering college research program.

Langenheim et al. pointed out that an analysis o f trends in engineering education 

over the past 30 years shows that today it consists o f fewer courses and a larger 

proportion o f basic sciences, engineering sciences and humanities. Less time is being 

devoted to engineering survey, elective and shop-type courses. The average student o f 

today requires more than four years to complete a four-year program. This indicates the 

necessity o f recognizing engineering education as a five-year program as some 

institutions have already done. In this line with this it is important that engineering 

societies join educators and participate actively in guiding engineering education.

In 1967, Bosch et al.11 examined the role o f the doctor o f philosophy in graduate 

education. Faculty members o f today’s universities must not be afraid o f innovation and 

should enjoy the privilege o f trying new approaches to education and o f being wrong in 

this attempts to improve old priorities. Universities must give effective education. The 

first observation is that o f the modernization o f universities and their often archaic 

attitudes toward long established and heretofore areas o f education. The doctor o f 

philosophy degree is one such entrenched conformity that has stood for decades as the 

ultimate in scholastic achievement.

The highest attainable achievement for the engineer in education is in general the 

Ph.D. degree, which does not characterize or identify the engineer as an engineering
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graduate. Nor does it signify the highly specialized technical depth o f  the engineering 

candidate for that degree. The Ph.D. degree is a specialist’s pursuit. In summary, a 

doctorate in engineering has a place in the society as long as it has a significant function 

and not created as an escape from the requirements o f Ph.D. degree. Ideally, it oriented 

to the engineering profession and is designed to meet the needs o f  that profession and on 

the highest level o f education and in the deepest o f technological problems in the 

industry. At its best it serves a function that is parallel but not in competition with the 

Ph.D. degree in quality, competence and product.

Perrine presented a report on the re-education o f engineering management. Perrine 

believed that as the engineer becomes proficient in management, he tends to lose his 

technical background. The objectives o f “modem engineering” for engineering 

executives can be described in different ways. Following one line o f reasoning, we note 

that the job o f the executive is management, and the primary function o f the executive is 

to control an enterprise. The question we then ask is, how can one control an engineering 

enterprise without understanding engineering.

To a degree this view is in opposition to the argument that there is a “science o f 

management”, independent o f the enterprise to be managed. In modern technically based 

engineering activities, no clear line can be drawn separating purely technical decisions 

from purely management decisions15. The engineer in management then becomes 

important as the vital link joining the scientific specialist to those responsible for 

corporate policy and the executive direction. He must, in addition to the assorted bits o f 

knowledge accumulated through a lifetime, acquire and retain a deep comprehension and

integrated understanding o f technical fundamentals.
2 •

In 1965, Uhl investigated the emergence o f petroleum engineering. Petroleum 

engineering education at the dawn o f the decade existed as the product o f a half a century 

o f evolutionary progress. Bom o f the need o f an industry, it quickly encompassed and 

helped to define the distinctive technology o f petroleum production. In the process, it 

attracted students who eventually moved to positions o f leadership in the industry. The 

words o f many o f these men attest eloquently to the significance and success o f
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petroleum engineering education, its validity as disciplinary, entity and its ability to meet 

the needs o f the industry.

Uhl , also summarized the work o f Wilson. According to Wilson “ Organized 

professional engineering was bom in 1852, and was only seven years old when the 

petroleum industry was bom  with the Drake well in 1859”. Engineering and petroleum 

did not immediately get together, however, the industry being slow to recognize its need 

for engineering, primarily due to the ease o f discovery and relative abundance o f first 

shallow fields. The absence o f optimization necessity made early industry lazy. Thus, 

from the Drake well “on into the twentieth century, oil production was in the hands o f 

practical operators. Formal studies in petroleum technology, it is generally agreed, began 

at the University o f Pittsburgh with seven courses in oil and gas geology and law offered 

there in 1910.

Hibbard examined the future engineering education and energy resources. Hibbard 

believed that the engineer management and professional societies must play a major role 

in motivating the individual engineer to maintain his technical competence. Engineers 

must be told, that to survive, they must keep ahead of the wave generated by this great 

advancing technology o f ours. The challenge o f how to accomplish this is one that is 

worthy o f our best efforts.

There is today a new alertness and a renewal o f interest in the very real and 

promising challenge, the for development o f other energy resources, as for example, the 

current involvement in the development o f tar sands o f Alberta, and o f the vast oil-shale 

deposits in the Rocks . Research and development on conventional means o f producing 

shale oil are fairly well advanced. However, we have been thinking, planning, and 

engineering for the use o f nuclear energy as a means o f  increasing our production o f 

crude oil and natural gas, and for initiating production o f hydrocarbons from oil shale.

People exist today and will exist tomorrow. To keep this great industry and capable 

o f meeting the formidable challenges o f the future, we must start with motivating young 

people with a sound and balanced education, with a sense o f values, with high standards
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o f excellence, a desire for identity and visibility, and a realization o f the ingredients 

required for achievement.

In 1968, N ielsen14 suggested what direction petroleum engineering education should 

follow. The future o f petroleum engineering education has been a subject o f concern in 

the last 10 years. There is no doubt, that changes are needed to keep up with the new 

tools o f  technology and business, and to attract students. The planning o f the curricula 

should be governed by the definition o f an engineer as a creator for the public and the 

demands by the industry. Four-year curricula are suggested which lean toward industrial, 

chemical and mechanical engineering.

The engineering student must be introduced to the new computational techniques, 

numerical analysis, mathematical modeling and new approaches to decision making and 

problem solving. A two year associate degree program is suggested, for those who wish 

to enter divisions o f the industry, but whose inclination do not lean toward the m odem 4 - 

year-curriculum. Nielsen also said that the drop in petroleum engineering departments, 

for the past 10 years, occurred because graduates generally were limited to one industry. 

Many have questioned the advisability o f continuing the curricula since oil companies 

can send mechanical or chemical engineering graduates through their training courses 

and obtain petroleum engineers as good as or better than those with petroleum 

engineering (PE) degrees.

Some petroleum engineering (PE) departments recently were combined with 

mechanical (ME), chemical (CHE) and other engineering departments, where PE faculty 

and curricula (PE options in ME. etc.) always have been integrated with other 

department. Because o f doubts regarding the future o f PE curricula, young men with 

advanced PE degrees prefer to accept educational positions where petroleum engineering 

is strongly integrated with general engineering.

N ielsen14 concluded that engineering education is at crossroads, and this applies to 

petroleum engineering more than to some others. Programs must be made attractive to 

capable students, and graduates o f this program must be in demand. A PE program 

(curriculum or option, designated or undesignated), must therefore advertise that it is
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geared to training for creativity and public service, with the aid o f new tools for solving 

economic problems. This means close cooperation among the faculty members in 

various branches o f engineering education.

Where traditional organization o f courses, curricula, teaching assignments and 

departments, act as a barrier to the required cooperation, there should be a drastic 

reorganization. Petroleum engineering educator should consider adopting curricula with 

certain leanings that might have some appeal, for instance toward Industrial engineering 

emphasizing optimization and decision methods; toward CHE emphasizing new recovery 

processes; or toward ME emphasizing rock mechanical systems. They should also 

consider the possibilities of 2- or 3- year technology or associate degree program.

In 1968, Schoeppel et al.15 investigated a new concept in engineering education, and 

their conclusions were as follows:

♦ Because o f the rate o f technological advance, it is becoming increasingly more 

difficult for engineering programs; that additional academic training at the graduate 

level is desirable now and will be necessary in the near future and for those students 

who are unusually motivated

♦ The engineering curricula must stress the basic fundamentals which will serve as a 

foundation for an individual’s continual growth in his chosen fields

♦ The classical academic disciplines o f chemical, electrical, mechanical, nuclear and 

petroleum engineering, whose fields are generally limited to the forms o f energy for 

which they are named, should be supplemented by the availability o f an inter

disciplinary program o f broader scope wherein graduates are exposed to the 

composite problems o f the energy industry, rather than strictly to each energy- 

associated discipline

♦ That engineering curricula, in general, currently do an excellent job in preparing 

students for productive work during the first five years following graduation, but fall 

short in preparing them for engineering and managerial tasks, expected say 15 to 20 

years after graduation, when technological change will have made their academic 

training obsolete.
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♦ The introduction at an academic level, o f both specific and overall problems and 

challenges o f the energy industry, will attract more engineering students to that 

industry, and more students to engineering than would otherwise occur.

♦ That the people o f this state would be better served if  its universities voluntarily 

developed complementary programs rather than maintaining a strong competitive 

base, for example, as previously existed in petroleum engineering.

Staley et a l.16 pointed out new emphasis in engineering schools on graduate 

education. Staley et al. believed that research is a natural extension o f the learning 

process and vital to it. An outstanding university must have both superior teaching and 

research. The factors that characterize an outstanding teacher are:

♦ Teaching effectiveness

♦ Research

♦ Professional activities

♦ Publications

♦ Administrative and community work, and

♦ Public service and community activities.

In 1970, Sm ith17 summarized the educational needs o f the industry. From the 

humble beginning o f the oil industry at Titusville, Pennsylvania, in 1859 to the giant that 

it is today, the use o f the professionally educated individual has been a mainstay o f the 

energy business- be this in companies, in governmental agencies, in consulting groups, or 

in the universities. The dominant role o f the engineer dictates that he is current and 

capable of adjusting to the evolving technology. Responsibility o f continuing education 

and renewal education lies with the individual, with the needed support from the 

employer, the professional societies, from the universities and from the various entities 

that provide educational activities.

Sm ith17 concluded that:

♦ Continuing education, renewal education, learning in whatever form, has been with us 

since the earliest times o f the industry.
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♦ W ithout a continuous education process, the engineer is faced with certain 

obsolescence.

♦ The obligation to remain current is the primary responsibility o f  the individual, with a 

secondary obligation residing with the employer, with professional societies, and with 

the universities.

♦ The incentive to further learning is provided by suitable rewards.

M enzie18 examined the innovations for petroleum engineering education. There 

is much evidence to suggest a need for a change in our university teaching methods. 

New plans and patterns for developing more effective and more efficient instruction 

methods are a must. No longer can we tolerate a hopelessly inefficient system in 

which the teacher lectures and the students copy. An educational research program is 

necessary to design a totally new system to achieve more effective learning. This 

new teaching system must recognize that learning depends more on what the student 

does and not what the teacher does. Learning depends a great deal on outside

classroom student's effort. Thus a total systems approach to petroleum engineering
18education would include :

♦ Classroom lectures

♦ Discussion

♦ Seminars

♦ Laboratory experiments

♦ Problem sessions

♦ Laboratory information and

♦ Independent study

All the factors mentioned above contribute to the total learning process o f the student.

The continuing education area for the oil industry, requires a system o f approach
18to include these important practices in order to prevent obsolescence :

♦ Training within the organization

♦ Training from a professional society

♦ Seminars
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♦ Reading and television

♦ Self-study

♦ Formal study

♦ Company problem solving

This approach reflects the relationships that are developed in a continuing education 

process within an oil company.

M enzie18 further concluded that for modem engineering education technology to be 

effectively used, it must give the teacher opportunity to exhibit:

♦ Significance o f the material

♦ A reality to the people and things

♦ Utter Sincerity and enthusiasm

♦ Wide view and perspective

♦ Imagination

♦ Broad interests

♦ Concern for the individual

W est19 outlined the engineering application of computer graphics. The newly 

emerging field o f computer graphics is one, which promises to transform many 

engineering techniques. Computer graphics techniques permit the direct interchange o f 

graphical information between man and computer, by means o f computer driven display. 

The simplest form o f display, a plotter, permits a computer program to produce 

engineering drawings. More sophisticated cathode ray tube displays permit the computer 

to produce a dynamic process and also enable the engineer to directly input graphical 

information needed for computer-aided design and many other applications.

The field is o f importance in engineering education, not only because it greatly 

enhances the value of computers to the practicing engineer, but also because it promises 

to make computer-aided instructional systems much more effective. For a number o f 

years, computer graphics techniques have been successfully applied in a number research 

projects at The Moore School o f Electrical Engineering. These include systems for the 

interactive design o f chemical plants, real-time manipulation o f chemical information,
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civil engineering design problems, and interactive graph theory and computer 

anim ation19.

W illiam20 investigated the role o f an engineer in everyday life. One could indulge in 

some sobering, perhaps frightening speculation regarding the probable state o f our 

species now without the technological developments o f the last seventy-five years. But 

we can’t replay that ballgame; the main question is what lies ahead. It is believed that 

technology, if  more intelligently and more considerately applied, will provide solutions to 

these problems that will concern all o f us so profoundly.

And the technology applied by, who else? The engineer. So the “person”, who is 

being called the villain o f the piece may now have to be drafted to become its hero. 

Assuming, o f course, that he is qualified or can become qualified, to play the role. What 

are the qualifications o f that role? A combination o f three elements will be required:

♦ The wisdom as regards what needs to be done

♦ The technical know-how to do it

♦ And the power to get the job done

Giordano21 presented a report on improvement o f teaching in engineering. The 

prime responsibility o f every college professor is to motivate effective learning in the 

classroom and in the laboratory. How does he accomplish this objective? Ideally, the 

college professor seeks to establish a positive contact between each student and himself. 

He applies a variety o f techniques all aimed toward stimulating understanding and 

creative attitudes. He is mindful at all times o f the importance of:

♦ motivation

♦ reinforcement

♦ evaluation and

♦ Feedback in the process of learning.

It is really strange that there are no professors who never bothers to study teaching as 

a skilled process and very often oppose programs for achieving good teaching, the 

assumption being that effective teaching cannot be taught. Such an insidious attitude is 

difficult to understand, because the quality o f teaching as a whole, would certainly
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improve if  members o f the academic teaching profession took a more direct attitude 

toward their teaching, and if they discussed the art and its techniques freely, and if they 

invited others to criticize their work.

As an attempt to answer the question. “How effective am I as a teacher?” We soon 

learn that effectiveness vary and from class to class. This fact gives urgent rise to the 

need for:

♦ re-interpretation

♦ re-evaluation

♦ re-examination and

♦ reconstruction

It is this urge for intense absorption toward better performance that keeps the good 

teacher alert and alive.

In 1984, Dougherty et al.22 examined the role o f microcomputers in petroleum 

engineering education. The challenge to faculty is to incorporate computers into the 

study o f petroleum engineering so that the amount learned is increased. The idealist 

might say that our view does not reflect the burning desire o f young minds for 

knowledge. Obviously, the person who makes such statement has never had the 

enlightening experience o f grading the mid-term or final examination o f normal class o f 

petroleum engineering students.

Some are concerned that greater use o f computers in teaching petroleum engineering 

will impede the student’s development o f engineering judgement. Similar concerns were 

sometimes voiced when, just over 10 years ago, hand calculators not only replaced the 

slide rule, but became the engineer’s basic arithmetic tool, as well. Experience has 

proven that the hand calculator has increased the engineer’s analytical effectiveness. The 

microcomputer will result in an even greater increase in the engineer’s capability.

Capabilities22 o f microcomputers, which will have significant impact, are the 

following:

♦ Data base systems allow storage in a readily retrievable form o f practically 

any information, which the user finds it convenient to have on call. In
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addition to extracting data from central files, as suggested above, users will 

find it convenient to construct and maintain many personal data files.

♦ Graphical capabilities o f microcomputers will be one o f the major contributors 

to the enhanced learning process with these machines effectuate. Programs, 

which obtain a solution and at the same time produce graphs o f the results, 

will become standard.

♦ A spreadsheet program is just a matrix o f boxes that allows changing data in 

one box to be immediately reflected in all other boxes. The user decides how 

the data in the boxes are related. The most common use is to answer “what if  

questions relative to cash flow projections. Such a program would seem to 

have significant potential for illuminating and teaching some detailed 

computational problems, such as material balance studies and detailed 

economic evaluation.

♦ Word processing makes the editing of drafts o f reports relatively easy. 

Paragraphs can be moved and sentences deleted. Industrial representatives are 

constantly reminding us in the universities that engineers need to be able to 

communicate. Written communications will have to be taught with word 

processors because such devices will be a regular tool o f the practicing 

engineer.

♦ Automated data acquisition is readily obtained using analog-to-digital 

converters to connect microcomputers to laboratory instruments. Data can be 

logged, manipulated and stored locally, eliminating the need o f tedious 

manual recording and handling.

Handy 23 presented a report on more diversified petroleum engineering education for 

more energy challenges. Actually the petroleum engineering curricula are among the 

broader based ones in all engineering. On the average about 25 percent o f a petroleum 

engineering curriculum courses. For most other engineering majors 30 to over 40 percent 

o f the courses are in the major field. Nevertheless, the petroleum-engineering graduates 

are not seriously considered as candidates for employment by other industries.
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W hat alternatives do we have to avoid to avoid the ups and downs in the past and to 

prepare adequately for the future23? Eighteen years ago Nielsen worried about these 

same problems. The words o f advice that he had for petroleum engineering educators at 

that time in training engineers for today are applicable now in our training o f engineers 

for the next century. They will be applicable in the year 2000 in training engineers for 

the following generation. As Nielsen stated earlier, we have an undergraduate 

curriculum, which is remarkably broad. We give good background in the basic sciences, 

which include chemistry, physics and geology. Our curricula include an appreciable 

number engineering science courses-statistics, dynamics, thermodynamics, and basics 

electrical engineering. We require at least two years o f mathematics at the calculus level 

or higher. We have already added courses in computer programming and by the year 

2 000  we can anticipate that our graduates will be well prepared in the use of computers in 

most o f all aspects o f  petroleum engineering. All o f this knowledge can be readily 

transferred to other areas.

In 1987, Gonten24 proposed the trend of petroleum engineering education in the year 

2000. Petroleum engineering educational program in the U.S. has gone through the same 

boom-and-bust circles as the petroleum industry. The undergraduate enrollment 

averaged about 4,000 students during the 1950’s. With the economic turndown at the end 

o f 1950’s and 60’s, enrollment dropped to a low point o f approximately 1,000 students. 

The average enrollment during the 1960’s and up till the time o f the Arab embargo in 

1973 was about 1,500 students. At this point, with the rapidly increasing price o f oil, the 

need for petroleum engineering graduates increased, and the enrollment increased to a 

level o f about 10,000 undergraduates students in 1982. During the period from 1973 to 

1982, petroleum engineering enrollments grew at rate o f about 20  to 25%/yr, an 

extremely rapid growth rate.

For the last 20 years24, the number o f institutions with accredited petroleum 

engineering programs has remained fairly constant at about 20. The total number o f 

semester hours required to obtain a degree in petroleum engineering ranges from 130 to
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148 hours at these 20 institutions, the average being 137 hours. Hours o f actual 

petroleum courses taken in these programs range from 31 to 46, with an average o f 38.

There is a fairly high degree o f uniformity between the programs that are offered at 

the 20 institutions because o f ABET accreditation process. To be accredited an 

engineering program must have the following:

♦ 1 year o f courses in basic sciences and mathematics, which includes physics, 

chemistry and geology.

♦ 1 year o f engineering sciences, which includes static, dynamics, 

thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, strength of materials, and electricity.

♦ 14 year o f engineering design courses contained primarily in the upper-level 

petroleum engineering courses that teach the actual design procedures used by 

petroleum engineers, and

♦ !4 year o f humanities and social course designed to broaden the student’s 

knowledge and to expand his/her perspective o f the world.

In addition to the general ABET criteria, specific petroleum engineering program 

criteria have been specified by SPE and adopted by ABET. The program criteria specify 

that all petroleum engineering programs must include course work in well drilling, 

petroleum production, properties o f reservoir rocks and fluids, reservoir engineering, 

formation evaluation, economics, and geology. A program must meet both the general 

ABET and petroleum engineering program criteria before being accredited, resulting in 

most petroleum engineering programs being similar in course content.

Gonten24 believed that one thing that has affected all education in the past is the 

advances made in computer technology. For the past 20 years, there has been a transition 

from the slide rule to the hand-held calculator to the hand-held calculator with 

programming capability and now to the personal computer. The computer is only a tool 

for speeding up calculations; the fundamentals still have to be taught. The advent of the 

computer will not change petroleum engineering education drastically; however, it has 

made and will continue to make the educational process more efficient. With the 

changing picture o f the worldwide petroleum industry, the petroleum engineer of the
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future will need a better understanding o f economics than has been taught recently. The 

future petroleum engineer will have better communication skills, both oral and written. 

Communication has always been important for an engineer, and more has to be done in 

preparing our graduates in this area. Another area that will be improved is the engineer’s 

overall knowledge o f the entire petroleum industry. That is, the petroleum engineer needs 

a better overall view o f drilling, production, reservoir engineering, geology, and 

geophysics, and how these pieces interact to solve problems.

In May 1990, Burnet23 presented a paper on use o f videoconferences to augment 

classroom instruction. Traditional teaching methods cannot convey all that the 

engineering students need to know. Videoconferences offer a convenient, cost-effective 

way to bring the latest research techniques and the nations top experts into classroom. 

The videoconference topics selected are largely interdisciplinary, o f broad interest, and 

likely to relate ongoing or developing research and course work. To encourage the use o f 

the teleconferences to augment classroom instruction, instructor is contacted who teach 

courses where the conference topic will be o f special interest. Instructors have the option 

o f having their students view the live teleconference, see all or part o f videotape during 

regular classroom hours, or view it at an instructional resource center.

The experience o f teleconferences holds promise as an effective means o f 

strengthening the professional development o f the engineering faculty members and 

enhancing classroom instruction25. Teleconferences are readily available, cost effective 

and capable o f providing, on campus, an early introduction o f research results and their 

application to practice. Such teleconferences can be a way to stimulate student interest 

and learning, and to refresh the dedicated (and sometimes weary) engineering teachers o f 

today while restoring their excitement in meeting the classes o f tomorrow.

Stimpson26 suggested an engineering ethic for the new age o f engineering. Engineers 

seldom ask themselves about the meaning o f engineering and technology or why our 

technological society has developed as it is. It is just enough to do. Many believe we are 

at the point in our cultural development at which we must seek a new way o f thinking, 

unless we take the attitude that we have no responsibility for those who come after us.
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M odem technology has become a threat to all life, including our own, because o f 

western cultural perception that humans are autonomous beings, separate from 

adversaries o f nature. Our failure to recognize that scientific knowledge is “partial,” 

“limited,” and “conditioned ,”30 and our will to have mastery over nature has, too often, 

not deepened and enriched the meaning o f human life and culture, but rather narrowed its 

purpose to one o f  material gain at any cost. Engineering education should play its part in 

inculcating a spirit o f stewardship o f the earth.

Hurley et al 27 presented a report on maintaining the competitive edge -  use o f 

computer for undergraduate instruction. There is a revolution in U.S. undergraduate 

engineering curricula, one marked by a renaissance o f interest in liberal arts education, 

and a new emphasis on computer training. The task for the future is to respond to 

society’s needs, influence change, and affect economic development through research 

and education and training of petroleum engineering students.

More specifically, there are issues that should be addressed for future curricular 

changes: how do we teach the use o f commercial software without allowing it to become 

a crutch that limits, rather than enhances, creative problem solving? How important is 

computer instruction in a single scientific programming? Should we concentrate on 

algorithmic skills across a number o f programming nodes?

In 1992, Lyons et al.28 proposed the needed changes in engineering education for a 

competitive international economy. The objective of this study is the causes o f and the 

remedies for a perceived lack o f training necessary for entry level engineering graduates 

o f U.S. engineering schools to function in a competitive, commercial environment. 

Lyons et al. feel that the lack o f training issue may be resolved by changing engineering 

curricula to incorporate professional and related business studies. We are not calling for 

drastic change, nor are we calling for double specialization for engineering majors. We 

do suggest including survey type courses, which cover various aspects o f professional 

and related business topics. The idea is to prepare graduating engineers for the 

commercial environments into which they will increasingly be headed.
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Professional studies are defined as ethics, contract law, patent and copyright law,
28product liability law and safety issues . We believe that all entry-level engineers should 

have some exposure to these subjects. These are societal issues, which all engineers must 

be prepared to deal with, when they enter the industrial work place. In addition to strict 

professional studies. It is highly considerable that entry level engineering graduates have 

an increased appreciation o f economics, both from an industry sector point o f view and 

from a global point of view. One needs only consider the recent events in Eastern Europe 

and the republic of former Soviet Union, to that economic issues are the driving forces in 

the world.
90W right emphasized on the need o f more effective technology and pre-engineering 

education for the grades K-12 in Americans schools. To meet this challenge will take 

bold leadership to cause three major changes. First mathematics and science must 

abandon a focus on fact and skill mastery, and to move to activity based-conceptual 

learning. Second, meaningful technology education programs must have hands-on 

activities to study designing, producing, using and assessing technology must be 

available to all students at all grade levels. And finally, mathematics, science and 

technology teachers must coordinate their teaching as they address their particular 

disciplines.

Technology is defined as the application o f knowledge, tools, and skills to solve
9Q

practical problems and extend capabilities . This could easily be described as the work 

o f engineers-applying knowledge and creating devices and systems to meet human needs. 

If we want world education in America, we should heed Ernest Boyer’s words. As 

president o f the Carnegie foundation for the advancement for teaching, he suggested that 

if  it’s working, the America education system has no peer and we, should therefore, stop 

shopping around the globe for a new model. Instead, we should work on effectively 

implementing our unique system o f education.

W orld-class education requires a new approach to schooling. It mandates a move 

from fact-based to concept-based education. And, it requires an education that is based 

on the nature o f the society. Today’s society is part o f what has been called information
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age. This new age has moved from the industrial age, where product production was 

based on human skills dominated to a period where information processing dominates. 

Many routine and repetitive skills performed by people to computer-controlled machines. 

This new age makes increasing demands on people. They must be flexible and adaptive 

to problem solving. The key to developing this ability is an understanding o f the 

technological nature o f our society. Also, students must be able to make intelligent 

career choices relating to technical and engineering careers. Technological literacy is not 

developed without focus and effort. Therefore, we must provide students an opportunity 

to study technology throughout their schooling years. And this does not mean an 

experience o f using computer software in their English, mathematics, or science classes. 

It means an orchestrated study o f the discipline as presented by an emerging subject 

called technology education.

In 1994, Koen30 indicated that economics and technology would rule petroleum 

engineers’ future. Oil and gas companies around the world are trying to become more 

competitive by downsizing, reorganizing, and applying new upstream and downstream, 

technologies. Success, more than ever is being defined in economics terms. In the 

prevailing economic tumult, only the best exploration and development projects are 

attracting capital. The refocus o f upstream spending and rapid downsizing among oil and 

gas companies is pressing new management and interpersonal responsibilities on 

Petroleum engineers, and clouding PE career outlooks. Expanded job requirements are 

forcing Petroleum engineers to acquire and apply new skills to accomplish new tasks.

About 75 members o f the oil and gas industry and PE academia met in July 1993 to
'XO

identify key issues facing PE education in the future . Conference participants described 

five probable world scenarios based on trend and changes that could occur through 2 0 1 0 . 

The predicted industry needs in each scenario, developed an educational model to meet 

each set o f needs, and identified barriers to implementing each model. The five scenarios 

picked as most probable were:

♦ an energy abundant world sate

♦ regional world state
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♦ chaotic world state

♦ continued trend world state

♦ and green world state

Continuing change was deemed certain under each scenario, with many o f the same

issues contributing to possible occurrence o f all five. In each case:

♦ fossil fuels will continue to dominate world energy markets with emphasis on 

international operations, increasing as more oil and gas strikes are made around the 

world.

♦ environmental issues will continue to become more important, boosting gas as a 

world energy source.

♦ major company restructuring will continue with independents dominating activity in 

the U.S., universities and independent research organizations playing important roles 

in oil field research, and service and supply companies taking the lead in transferring 

and applying new technology.

Olson31 examined the computer survival skills for the competitive petroleum 

engineer. Today’s competitive petroleum engineers need elaborate computer skills 

in addition to the necessary engineering skills. To be competitive, an engineer must 

understand and be able to apply efficiently the computer skills needed in his 

organization to function effectively, reduce costs, return a profit on investment, and 

assess and minimize risk. Frequently, he or she must also be able to impart those 

talents, priorities, and opinion to others.

This paper31 organizes computer skills in three levels: basic skills, competence, 

and excellence. Each section summarizes the skills needed to move to a higher 

capability. The computer skills o f  competitive engineers are in addition to the 

professional skills a superior engineer needs.

1. Basic skills

For those who still need a computer foundation, begin with the basics, and be able

to identity the main components of all computer systems.
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♦ The central processing unit (C PU )- the main controlling processor and 

auxiliary supporting devices, such as numeric coprocessors.

♦ Random access memory (RAM) - the short-term memory directly available to 

the CPU.

♦ long-term storage -  floppy disks, hard disks, optical drives, tape units, etc.

♦ terminal -  a video (and possibly audio) monitor, the interface we see (and 

hear).

♦ Data-entry sources — keyboards, mice, modems, scanners, network 

connections, serial and parallel ports.

♦ output devices -  printers, plotters, modems, network connections.

Along with the ability to identify most o f the parts o f a computer or 

workstation, basic skills include being able to load shrink-wrapped software, get it 

running, and produce useful information. We must master the computer skills 

needed for word processing, spreadsheets, graphics, databases, and maybe even 

our company’s special engineering, economics, communication, or project- 

management package.

2. Competence

The tools and knowledge o f how to use them are the skills that enable an 

engineer to do the job that a customer or supervisor requested. Beyond the basic 

skills, the competent engineer will have an understanding o f how a computer and 

its software work. The competent engineer will understand how CPU, RAM, 

BIOS, programs, hard disks, network, and operating system work together.

3. Excellence

Superior engineers will be able leaders in investigating current and emerging 

oil and gas computing technology, optimizing computer systems configurations, 

comparing hardware, software, and network alternatives, and recommending cost- 

effective solutions, applications, data standards. They will understand the 

technology, and not just run the software. Most importantly, pacesetting engineer 

will be able to use their knowledge to enhance the productivity o f others. It is
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important to be able to diagnose your own problems and to know what resources 

are available. By being able to diagnose their problems competitive engineers 

will know when to call for internal support, external help, or the product vendor.

In 1994, Koedevitz et a l.32 surveyed the computer use by petroleum 

engineers and its implications in petroleum engineering education. Historically, 

all engineers have studied a programming language called FORTRAN. One study 

o f programming language usage in petroleum engineering curriculum suggests 

that Fortran will not be displaced by other languages (such as BASIC), because 

these other languages lack the capacity to handle complex problems efficiently. 

Koedevitz et al.32 concluded that:

♦ the overwhelming response to the survey indicates to us that the computers are 

integral part o f the life o f the modern engineer.

♦ productivity applications are important to new engineers, i.e. spreadsheets, 

word processing, etc.

♦ Programming skills in conventional languages are o f little use on the job.

♦ Canned programs are important to new engineers and should be incorporated 

in the undergraduate curriculum.

♦ other computing aspects such as communications, networks and electronic 

mail are o f increasing importance to the practicing engineer.

Guzdial et al.33 investigated the collaborative and multimedia interactive learning 

environment for engineering education (CaMILE). The CaMILE provides a forum for 

sharing, discussing, and reflecting, as well as multimedia information bases to aid 

students in locating and making sense o f media information. CaMILE consists o f three 

parts:

♦ The note bases, where students read and post text commentary with 

multimedia annotation and are guided through a form o f procedural 

facilitation.
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♦ The media base, which presents media information collected into nodes and 

uses anthropomorphic agents, called guides to provide students with useful 

information and understand multiple perspectives.

♦ Electronic books which represent text material, which can be annotated by 

students and linked, to various forms o f media.

CaMILE has been developed for use in engineering classes at Georgia Institute o f 

Technology. CaMILE has three important advantages over traditional teaching and 

technology in use in engineering classrooms:

♦ CaMILE integrates various kinds o f media and perspective to produce a complex and 

multi-faceted view o f knowledge, and provides guidance to comprehend this view.

♦ CaMILE encourages sharing o f student work. By relating abstract concepts to 

concrete examples (student work and other media), CaMILE supports greater depth o f 

understanding.

♦ CaMILE encourages collaborative learning with students working in teams.

Guzdial et al.33 examined the applications of CaMILE in engineering education. 

Engineering is faced with a number o f  problems. The crux o f the difficulty is that 

engineering educators prepare students for engineering needs o f industry in a completely 

different environment- the classroom, which is organized and structured in very different 

ways than industry.

♦ Courses in engineering present information structured in terms o f single disciplines. 

As a result o f this structure, students often miss connections between various data 

techniques that do not fit into a particular structure. Industry problems are usually 

met with cross-disciplinary techniques.

♦ In order to encourage general learning, engineering concepts are often taught in the 

abstract. Students often have difficulty understanding these abstract concepts as 

divorced from concrete examples.

♦ Finally, graduates are expected to work as member o f a team while classroom work 

is essentially individual based.
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In order to meet the needs o f modem industry, engineering education has the

following requirements placed upon it:

♦ effective presentation o f information which has cross discipline connections.

♦ bridge the gap between the abstract and the concrete.

♦ prepare students for work in teams.

In 1995, N orris34 presented a report on videoconferencing. Norris believed that 

taking classes through videoconferencing helps you to stay current and improves your 

ability to tackle occasional assignments outside your area o f expertise. Norris personal 

goals through videoconferencing are, to learn new skills (or refresh old ones) that 

enhance his engineering abilities. The saying use it or lose it is not applicable to physical 

condition, but to mental and technical skills as well.

Murray et al.35proposed embedded computing in the mechanical engineering 

curriculum. An important skill for any design engineer is the ability to embed a 

computational element into a mechanical product or process. Embedded computers are 

found in increasingly wide variety o f products and processes. Applications span the 

range from simple, single-task consumer products to complex aerospace systems that 

include thousands o f simultaneous control function. Applications may be implemented 

as single-quantity, custom, experimental, or prototype systems, for which case the design 

and implementation are o f primary concern.

No single processor or controller can fill all o f these requirements. Fortunately, 

computing devices o f widely different functions and characteristics exist. Although new 

applications are made possible at a staggering stage as the technology at every level 

continually improves, the fundamentals o f embedded computing evolve at a much slower 

pace. This discrepancy in evolutionary rates is important in that it allows the teaching o f 

current fundamentals in a laboratory equipped with less than current hardware.

Embedded computing , the use of computing devices as real time machine 

components, not only suggests alternative methods o f control, but often leads to 

fundamental changes in overall design. Design engineers o f many disciplines need to
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understand the capabilities and limitations o f computers as elements o f complete systems. 

Therefore, we may think o f teaching using embedded computers as components in the 

same context as we teach design using other machine components such as gears, clutches, 

and bearings. To enable mechanical engineering students to become capable, well- 

rounded engineers in this modem age, a course is needed to introduce senior 

undergraduate students to principles and techniques o f design using microcomputers as 

functional elements o f mechanical systems. The principal topics in this course would be 

those associated with both the hardware and software issues o f interfacing an embedded 

computer to the sensors, actuators and data acquisition components o f modern 

mechanical systems.

Saikali et a l.36 summarized the role o f cooperative international engineering 

education. As commented on by the American Council on Education in its 1995 report, 

“Educating America for a World in Flux” : Ten ground rules for internationalizing higher 

education (America Council on Education, 1995), the cold war has ended; isolation is no 

longer popular minimization o f regional trade barriers is fashionable; and in Europe, 

economies are joining together. While the Unites States continues to be a major player in 

international events, influencing every territory o f the world, its domestic culture remains 

insular. Fuelling this is the narrow viewpoint o f some American University graduates 

that the country’s market is essentially domestic. Directly or indirectly, engineers are 

sure to come in contact with technology developed abroad. Though formerly this was a 

challenge faced only by large corporations, things have changed. Today, universities and 

businesses o f all sizes are involved in overseas enterprises.

Overseas co-op programs play a role in addressing the need for multicultural 

competence in an interdependent world by sending individuals abroad to work anywhere 

for a few weeks to a year. The experience o f living in a foreign country has limitless 

possibilities. Not surprisingly, participants usually return home with some appreciation 

for how today's international environment operates. This insight should exceed that 

gained solely from vocational travel, which is normally brief and centered around tourist
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attractions. Students have discovered that after living abroad, their tendency was to look 

at foreign societies less with preconceived notions and more with factual-based judgment.

In discussions with International Engineering Program (IEP) students and overseas 

employers, have found that foreign language training was deemed o f immense value. 

Even in cases where the student’s work-mates understood English, some knowledge 

native language was o f importance to student’s ability to interact with other people, such 

as those outside o f work. The fact that a student made the effort to learn the language o f 

another country exemplifies commitment and discipline, two qualities that the overseas 

employers value greatly.

The graduates36 o f an international co-op program offers more to potential employers 

than a post-secondary degree. As valued as traditional engineering degree may be, an 

international student has all the more experience to add to academic accomplishments. 

Students believe that on-the-job experience in another country even if  unpaid, can make 

them more marketable to prospective employers back home. Nearly every student at the 

University o f Cincinnati (UC) College o f engineering who graduated from the 

International Engineering Program has indicated that this program,

♦ provided an extra opportunity for a unique , enriched education;

♦ was a rich living experience in many ways;

♦ opened broader opportunities for further education and career choices; and

♦ has given them better choice offers.

Students at other schools have experienced similar thoughts, suggesting that the 

rewards earned from participation in a cooperative international engineering are limitless. 

This is the experience that an employer with foreign business dealings o f any kind will 

value immensely.

In 1998, Lee presented a report on enhanced SPE involvement in education. It will 

be a general policy for SPE, in implementing its concern for educational matters, to 

espouse those programs and actions that will:

♦ Improve the quality o f program o f petroleum engineering at all degree levels, in the 

colleges and universities;
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♦ Assess the manpower needs o f the profession and the technological requirements for 

the practice o f the profession;

♦ Evaluate the new directions that technology might be expected to follow, and the 

critical generic issues that the need to be addressed for the advancement of the 

technology;

♦ Assess the research activities that are being conducted for the advancement o f its 

field o f technology and the critical areas o f research that are required to improve the 

technology ;

♦ Assess the programs o f continuing education that are available to members o f the 

profession and programs o f continuing education about the profession that are 

available to persons outside the profession ; and

♦ Disseminate information about the profession and its educational concerns to its 

members, the academic community, public agencies that are responsible for 

educational program decisions and research funding and public at large.

Among37 the educational activities in which the SPE is expected to engage in order 

to implement its educational policy are the following:

♦ Encourage high quality students to consider petroleum engineering as a career;

♦ Encouraging industry to provide financial support to petroleum engineering 

departments in colleges and universities;

♦ Providing financial aid to petroleum engineering students, at both the 

undergraduate and graduate levels.

♦ Providing SPE members to assist in engineering accreditation matters;

♦ Supporting SPE students chapters;

♦ Sponsoring SPE student paper contests;

♦ Distributing guidance material on the petroleum engineering profession;

♦ Maintaining appropriate SPE awards to recognize petroleum engineering 

faculty, students and educational programs;

♦ conducting annual assessments relating to educational matters, e.g. the 

employment opportunities for petroleum engineering students, continuing
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education programs that are germane to the society’s interest and o f the unique 

issues and problems that are critical to the advancement o f petroleum 

technology;

♦ providing relevant information about the society’s educational program and its 

educational assessments to petroleum engineering departments and to 

government or private agencies that have responsibilities for formulating 

educational policies and/or allocating funds for support o f education.

In recognizing the importance o f the educational matters to the continuing welfare o f 

SPE, it is the intent o f SPE to have a permanent body known as the SPE Education 

Council whose functions are to maintain a continuing overview o f the activities o f SPE 

that help to implement this policy and to provide a coordination o f SPE activities related 

to education and to make recommendations to the SPE Board o f Directors as appropriate.

Balci38 examined the annals o f software engineering education. For our purposes, 

we mark the origin o f computer software by the development o f the stored program 

concept. Although the credit for that innovation is still disputed, most agree that it came 

out o f discussions by Von Neumann, Eckert, Mauchly, and others working on the 

ENIAC. Even before they completed the machine, its shortcomings were known and 

plans for follow computers were being laid. One o f these shortcomings was that the 

ENIAC was programmed manually in such a way it took hours or days to change the 

program. Going back to a previous program the same work has to be redone. By 

recognizing that data and programs could be represented using the same means (i.e., 

binary code), the ENIAC group opened the way to storing programs in the machine’s 

memory.

One o f the first practical computers built with this concept in mind was EDSAC, 

which went on line in Cambridge, England, in 1949. This machine is dually important 

for the history software engineering: it stored programs, yes, but it also caused its users to 

derive principles o f software development that have fifty years test o f time. One o f the 

first books to deal with programming came out o f the EDSAC team: The preparation o f 

Programs for an Electronic Digital Computer. One part o f the book recounted how the
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programmers soon noticed that printing and diagnostic routines could be used in many 

different programs essentially unchanged. Thus, they specified the concept o f  a 

subroutine, which has morphed through the model o f a module into objects commonly 

accepted today.

The first step in developing “Software Engineering” will be to do what done for the 

following engineering disciplines -  identify a core body o f knowledge. This process 

begins with a description o f the tasks that we expect them to be able to perform. The 

following are the key steps in development o f computer systems. Software should be 

prepared to participate in each o f these steps.

♦ Analyze the intended application to determine the requirements that must be 

satisfied and record those requirements in a precise, well organized, and 

easily used documents.

♦ Participate in the design o f computer system configuration, determining 

which functions will be implemented in hardware, which functions will be 

implemented in software, and selecting the basic hardware and software 

components.

♦ Analyze the performance o f the proposed design (either analytically or by 

simulation) to make sure that the proposed system can meet the application’s 

requirements.

♦ Design the basic structure o f the software, i.e., its division into modules, the 

interfaces between those modules, and the structures o f individual programs 

while precisely documenting all software design decisions.

♦ Analyze the software structure for completeness, consistency and suitability 

for the intended applications.

♦ Implement the software as a set o f well-structured and well-documented 

programs.

♦ Integrate new software with existing or “off the sh e lf’ software.

♦ Perform the systematic and statistical testing o f the software and the 

integrated computer system.
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♦ Revise and enhance software systems, maintaining their conceptual integrity 

and keeping all documents complete and accurate.

Like all engineers, software engineers (SE) are responsible for the usability, safety, 

and reliability o f their products. They are expected to be able to apply basic mathematics 

and science (including the relevant computer science), to assure that the system that they 

design will perform its tasks properly when delivered to a customer. Many computer 

scientists that specialize on software engineering would add other things to this list. For 

example, they would point out that software engineers must know the following:

♦ how to work in teams;

♦ must know how to make schedules;

♦ estimate costs;

♦ and other project functions

At some institutions it is project management that dominates the software engineering 

courses. However, while these activities may distinguish the work o f software engineer 

from that o f academics, they do not distinguish the work o f software engineer from that 

o f other engineers.
39In 1998, Turns presented a thesis on supporting education with information 

technology, the case o f instructional design. The approach o f her thesis was to develop 

information technology to support instructional design experiences. To do so involves 

addressing several questions about information technology and the design processes:

♦ What roles can, and should, information technology play in order to support the 

effectiveness and feasibility o f instructional design experiences?

♦ What do we need to know in order to design interventions that will have the 

expected impact on effectiveness and/or feasibility?

♦ What difficulties do students encounter during instructional design experiences? 

What other problems arise?

♦ Which o f these problems and difficulties are appropriately addressed with 

information technology interventions?
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Turns39 reported a study that made use o f ethnographic methods to develop an 

account o f communication in one instructional design experience. This study showed 

that, students who had access to a computer based discussion tool to support team 

communication, made only limited use o f such a tool and opened up questions that are 

implied by this result:

♦ W hat are the topics o f students’ communication and discussion? Given that 

instructional design experiences are completing design activities, and are working in 

teams, it seems reasonable to expect such students to need to discuss the design 

problem and teamwork.

♦ To what extent do they discuss these topics? What topics are not discussed? How 

do students decide what is important enough to communicate and discuss?

♦ How do students communicate concerning these issues?

♦ What difficulties do they encounter?

The current ethnographic study focuses on characterizing team communication in 

instructional design experiences, apart from information technology, and the difficulties 

and problems that are associated with the communication. The analysis relies on the 

observations o f discussion among team members o f one instructional design experience 

team during each o f their team meetings and the interactions o f team members during 

lecture. The observed team ultimately received an “A ” for the design and final report, 

although the process by which the team completed the requirements for the design 

experience may be surprising. Concerning team communication, it was found that the 

students in the observed team communicated about a wide variety o f topics using 

different approaches and encountered a number o f problems. It was also found that a 

number o f students’ approaches to communication changed over the term and the 

students failed to communicate about many expected topics.

Turns39 concluded that students have a wide variety o f problems in instructional 

design experiences, including task completion difficulties, missed opportunities to 

practice, and efforts that circumvent learning opportunities. Concerning these factors that 

constrain the effectiveness and feasibility o f instructional design experiences, the
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research has suggested a wide variety o f students problems can arise when instructional 

design experiences are used in practice. For example, students can encounter difficulties 

when they attempt to complete tasks, such as difficulties in implementing the design or 

difficulties in identifying and allocating work to team members. Problems also include 

the tasks that the students do not do. In ethnography, students were found to miss 

opportunities to practice teamwork, design, and application o f engineering theory. Also, 

students may adopt work completion strategies that circumvent educational benefits 

associated with that work.

In ethnography, students deferred decision and work when writing the intermediate 

design reports, rather than making the decisions and carrying out the work for the reports. 

These results suggest that challenges include not only helping students with the 

difficulties they encounter, but also getting the students to perform the expected tasks. 

Instructional design experiences in practice, may not be as effective in theory, because o f 

the disparity between the idealized account o f what students will do, and the actual 

process that students pursue.

Using information technology to help students help themselves, by helping them 

identify and resolve their own problems, appears to be one promising role for information 

technology to support instructional design experiences. Information technology to 

support instructional design experiences may be more successful to the extent that it 

supports task completion; helps students understand task importance, respect time 

limitations, and is adaptable. The reflective learner included functionality consistent with 

four principles:

♦ promote successful task completion

♦ help students understand the importance o f task

♦ respect time constraints, and

♦ may be adaptable

The principles o f reflective learning and their initiation in the reflective were 

suggested by the analysis o f how collaborative and multimedia learning environment for 

engineering education (CaMILE) may have fallen short in fully supporting the discussion
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needs o f instructional design experience students. For example, CaMILE supports part o f 

discussion tasks, namely writing notes, but did not help students know how frequently to 

read notes or how frequently to write notes, aspects o f performing the task. Information 

technology, when used by students, naturally collects information about student process 

that can be used to support some o f the feasibility and effectiveness o f instructional 

design experiences.

A benefit39 for having students information technology to support their activities in 

instructional design experiences is that the information technologies can automatically 

provide process as well as product information to better understand student activity in 

instructional design experiences. The reflective learner collects information about the 

process students use to write their essays, information that shows the amount o f time 

required for the activity and the students use o f various support features.



CHAPTER 3

ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN THE 20™ CENTURY

In this chapter, the tools that were available in the 20th century engineering 

education are discussed and most o f these techniques are currently being used.

3.1 Steps being taken currently to improve engineering education

3.1.1 Independent Learning: Correspondence Model

Students enroll at any time and have a defined period for completion o f course work 

for some purposes students may use regular semester based-schedule. Students receive 

complete course materials, follow directions, and communicate with the instructor on an 

individualized basis by mail, e-mail or phone.

Traditional correspondence courses rely mostly on texts and other written materials. 

Newer programs are utilizing audio-tapes, videotapes, and CD-ROMS to enhance the 

instructional experience. The latter requires access to audiocassette players, VCRs, and 

computers with CD-ROM drive40.

Independent learning is for highly motivated students, who determine their own level 

o f interaction with instructors. Students interact primarily with course materials; the pre

packaged instruction is greatly enhanced by use o f CD-ROMs. Students submit lessons 

to the instructor for feedback via mail, e-mail, fax or phone. The method o f interaction 

depends on what the student can access; the amount o f it as in regular classroom depends 

on the motivation level o f the student.

Merits of Independent Learning

Students can be anywhere in the world as well as setting his or her own pace. 

Another advantage is that the student can get individualized attention.

k a s m iis o h
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Demerits of Independent Learning

There is no synchronous interaction. Also, there is little or no interaction with 

students. Independent learning is very dependent on the nature o f course materials.

3.1.2 Computer-Based

A variety o f approaches and web-based conversion with programmed instruction to 

synchronous online conferencing and “gaming”. Newer methods incorporate audio, 

graphics, whiteboard, animation and video on the Internet. All require a computer, and 

Internet accesses via direct line or modem; 9600 baud is minimum. Newer approaches 

require more robust computers with AV capabilities, SLIP or PPP modem connections 

and/or larger bandwidth; a 56k link is desirable and probably minimum for these larger 

uses. This method can be synchronous or delayed; can be point -to -point (instructor to 

one student) or point-to-multi-point (instructor to many students or students to each 

other) depending on the application.

Advantages of Computer-Based

Students can be anywhere in the world and be connected with available Internet 

connection. A student can set his or her pace in some modes. There is the possibility o f 

getting individualized. Also, there is often immediate attention for high potential 

interactive instruction if bandwidth is available.

Bandwidth: This is the data transmission rate, that is, the maximum amount o f 

information (bits/second) that can be transmitted along a channel.

Broadband or W ideband: This is a transmission medium supporting a wide range o f 

frequencies, typically from audio to video frequencies. It can carry multiple signals by 

dividing the total capacity o f the medium into multiple, independent bandwidth channels, 

where each channel operates only on a specific range o f frequencies. This is an 

improvement over broadband.
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Disadvantages of Computer-Based

The use is limited to the capability o f instructors and students, and also on the 

amount o f  bandwidth available.

3.1.3 Audio-conferencing

Students and instructor are linked in a conference call (telephone-bridge) and meet 

by voice in a real time “class” . Course materials (syllabus, texts, tapes, etc.) are mailed, 

faxed, or sent via computer depending on the capabilities available. Lone students may 

use their own phone; group students may have speakerphones or conveyors. For the 

instructors, arrangements must be made with telephonic bridging to link the telephone 

calls. Class time can be augmented with additional telephone time, between student and 

instructor or with computer electronic mail among class participants.

Advantages of Audio-conferencing

One o f the advantages o f audio-conferencing is that there is real time voice 

interaction. Audio-conferencing is a relatively inexpensive method o f distance learning. 

It also uses common technology that is readily available.

Disadvantages of audio-conferencing

The major disadvantage o f audio-conferencing is that there is no visual 

component. Moreover, audio-equipment is no always adequate for clear understanding.

3.1.4 Broadcast Television “Telecourse” or”teleclass”

This involves one-way o f transmission o f high quality video and audio to a multitude 

o f sites simultaneously. This can include various materials commercially or locally 

produced, live coverage o f a local class combined with phone calls, fax, and e-mail for 

student questions. This method can also be used for tape feeding and on-site recording o f 

programs for later use. Major class/course production and up-link equipment is at
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transmission site. Television monitors, receiving dish (turned to appropriate satellite or a 

movable dish) and cable hooks-up are at receive sites to get it the “last m ile” to homes. 

Also, VCRs can be used for convenient viewing.

Merits of Broadcast Television

One o f the advantages o f broadcast television is that there is high quality o f 

course material. Again, receiver capabilities are relatively available. Large audience 

could be reached simultaneously over a very a large geographic area. Also, broadcast 

footprint can include outside students.

Demerits of Broadcast Television

One set back in is that transmission sites are very limited. This method is also prone 

to centralized control and distribution o f mass market courses. Another limitation is that 

phone calls are usually long distance charges. Again, there is limited interactivity 

between students and instructors and students with one another. It is also costly to 

produce local programming.

3.1.5 Compressed Video (Interactive TV)

Students and instructor are linked via special dedicated circuits and are able to meet 

in a class in real time. This includes audio and lives, full-motion video, the quality o f 

which depends on the bandwidth available on the circuit. Specialized computers, 

coders/decoders, monitors, video cameras, and software are required at each site. High 

bandwidth lines are required to link the site.

Advantages of Compressed Video (Interactive TV)

This method is practically the same as face-to-face classroom setting. Another 

advantage o f this method is that it allows transmission from any site (that has the 

equipment), thereby increasing participation and local control. It is fairly easy to operate.
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The reason for compressing the original information, is to reduce the size (or volume), 

and to increase the speed o f transmission or bandwidth.

Disadvantages of Compressed Video (Interactive TV)

The equipment used is expensive and lines are required. Also the video quality 

varies. Groups at each site can not be large, due to limited camera angle ability, or the 

operator required for the length o f session. The original information and the picture are 

compressed, which leads to the loss o f two-third o f the original information.

3.1.6 Audio-graphics

Students and instructor are linked via a telephonic bridge and are able to meet in an 

audio class in real time. Still visual material can be transmitted from one point to many 

points (to computer screens) using same bridge system, at the same time the conference is 

going on. Generally, students are together for the audio class and sharing access to a 

computer screen. This approach requires computers o f sufficient power and specialized 

software; peripheral equipment includes scanners, printers, video cameras, and modems. 

Arrangements must be with the telephonic bridging service to link the phone calls.

Merits of Audio-graphics

There is real voice and data communication in this method. The ability to 

immediately send and receive graphic information is useful, especially for certain subject 

matter. Also, the required computer technology is now more widely available, and may 

require only software purchase.

Demerits of Audio-graphics

This method is not feasible for large group if  gathered around one computer. If  each 

student has a computer, costs are expensive, as each site requires two phone lines. 

Capability is developing through the Internet, obviating the need for expensive telephonic 

bridge links
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3.1.7 Videoconferencing

One rapidly evolving distance learning tool is videoconferencing, perhaps due to the 

increased use o f high-speed data lines41. A second tool that is quickly evolving is 

synchronous (real-time) based. Following are some basic descriptions o f these 

technologies, a brief listing o f several vendor products, and information about how some 

agencies are applying these real-time video and Web-based conferencing tools.

A conferencing system is Web-based if  it uses browsers and servers to provide most 

o f the functionality. Web-based conferencing can be conducted in both asynchronous (no 

real-time) and synchronous (real-time) modes. The focus here is on real-time 

conferencing, also known as “chatting”.

Any videoconference system necessarily includes a monitor or television, camera, 

microphone, speaker, and a means o f transmitting information between sites. The

capabilities, types o f equipment, transmission modes and cost involved vary 

tremendously.

Types of Videoconferencing

❖ At the low end, a computer, simple camera and Internet are used. An example o f 

this desktop computer videoconferencing is the CU-SeeMe program 

www.wpine.com, a system that shares bandwidth with other Internet data and 

frequently results in delayed audio and very slow, “jerky” video.

❖ At mid-range, videoconferencing systems typically use closed local area network 

(LAN) or public network (regular telephone lines). Many systems use Integrated 

Services Digital Network (ISDN) lines, a faster telephone line with smoother video.

❖ Typically, at high range end, satellites are used coupled with expensive studio 

television and up-link equipment. The selection o f any videoconferencing system 

must be predicted on desired learning outcomes and, obviously, available sources.

All three categories or types o f videoconferencing systems are constantly 

changing and improving, and distinctions between the systems blur as hardware and 

transmission technologies improve41. Dozens o f vendors make systems appropriate

http://www.wpine.com
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for group videoconferencing. Basic hardware cost for these systems is in the 

$8,000 to $15,000 range.

Applications of Videoconferencing

❖ Polycom's View-station system is touted by its maker as appropriate for use with 

small groups as individuals and easy to use. The system includes simple controls 

with a camera that can be set to predetermined positions. View-station is also one o f 

the first videoconferencing systems to include a Web-based integrated presentation 

system, allowing for PowerPoint presentation during videoconferencing.

❖ In Northern California, a consortium o f 10 county offices o f education, under the 

auspices o f the California Technical Assistance Program, have formed a 

videoconferencing using View-station. The purpose is to conduct video-based staff 

development and to hold regular organizational meetings that would otherwise 

require time-consuming travel. The 14-site network utilizes a narrow band-ISDN 

(H.320 standard) architecture versus a LAN-based solution (H.323). It was believed 

that a LAN-based structure would not guarantee quality o f service and that additional 

"congestion" over the LAN would impact the overall performance o f the data network 

traffic.

❖ Norwalk-La Mirada United School District in Southern California uses the VTEL 

videoconferencing systems to help with student multicultural understanding and to 

motivate at-risk students. The schools use videoconferencing to support cooperative 

student-to-student or student-to-teacher projects in third through seventh grade.

♦♦♦ Cape May County Special Services School District in New Jersey uses Picture Tel's 

videoconferencing to provide students with multiple handicap access to classes at 

local schools, both on the K-12 and community college level. Other applications at
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Cape May include holding staff meetings via video as well as real-time meeting with 

members o f the Cape may Division o f Cultural and Heritage Society.

❖ Plymouth Canton Community Schools in Michigan uses Tel conferencing equipment 

with severely disabled and terminally ill children. Students in this program have the 

ability to ask questions and participate in discussions. In many cases, this helps the 

special learners feel more involved with mainstream education; in some situations it 

eases the transition back into regular classroom environment.

The field o f videoconferencing hardware and web-based conferencing software is 

rich in variety, and many good products are available, each with its own strengths and 

weaknesses. No one single software or hardware product is the ideal choice. Again, any 

distance learning tool must be selected for how it will address the desired learning 

outcomes. Adhering to careful analysis o f the needs o f your users will help you choose 

the product best suited for your particular situation.

Benefits of Videoconferencing

❖ A distinct benefit o f videoconferencing is “being there”, feeling o f seeing and 

hearing.

❖ Visual connection and interaction among participants enhance understanding and 

help participants feel connected to each other.

❖ In terms o f learning, an interactive videoconferencing can be just as effective as 

a classroom.

❖ Effective videoconferencing can heighten motivation, improve communication, 

increase depth o f learning, and bring the outside world into learning 

environment.

In essence, any Internet-based conferencing system allows users to read and 

add text messages to a forum. Many variations on this basic structure are possible, 

such as text with graphics, structured dialogs, audio and gateways to other 

conferencing systems.
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3.2 Engineering Schools in the U.S.

About 320 colleges and universities offer bachelor’s degree programs in 

engineering that are accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 

Technology (ABET), and about 250 colleges offer accredited bachelor’s degree 

programs in engineering technology42. ABET accreditation is based on examination 

o f an engineering program’s faculty, curricular content, facilities, and admissions 

standards. Also, programs o f the same title may vary in content. For example, some 

emphasize industrial practices, preparing students for a job  in the industry, while 

others are more theoretical and are better for students preparing to take graduate 

work.

Therefore, students should investigate curricula and check accreditation 

carefully before selecting a college. Admissions requirements for undergraduate 

schools include a solid background in mathematics (algebra, geometry, 

trigonometry, and calculus), sciences (biology, chemistry, and physics), and courses 

in English, social sciences, humanities, and computers.

3.3 Number of U.S Petroleum Engineering Schools

Table 1: U.S Petroleum Engineering Schools43

PE. Sch. 1986-
87

1987-
88

1988-
89

1989-
90

1990-
91

1991-
92

1992-
93

1993-
94

1994-
95

1995-
96

Undergrad. 25 23 23 23 27 25 25 23 23 20
Graduate 25 25 24 22 25 23 25 22 22 18

Totals 25 25 24 23 28 28 26 23 23 20

Table 1 shows the number o f petroleum engineering schools for a ten year period. 

The highest number o f petroleum engineering schools for both graduate and 

undergraduate schools was recorded in 1990-91 academic year, whereas the lowest
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number was recorded in 1995-96 session. The trend in the number o f petroleum 

engineering schools in not unrelated to the ups and downs in the oil industry.

Table 2: U.S. Petroleum Engineering Enrollments43

PE. Enroll. 1986-
87

1987-
88

1 oss- 
so

1989-
gO

1990-
91

1991-
92

1992-
93

1993-
94

1994-
95

1995-
96

Undergrad. 5907 13480 12617 5105 8573 7752 10460 7358 4098 4009
Graduate 1380 1645 1676 1433 1834 1424 1757 1518 1204 1074

Totals 7287 15125 14293 6538 10407 9176 12217 8876 5302 5083

Table 2 illustrates the petroleum engineering for the same period as in table 1. The 

highest enrollment for both graduate and undergraduate students was recorded in 1987-88 

school year, while the lowest enrollment was recorded in 1995-1996 academic year. It is 

believed that more students get more interest in the petroleum program during oil boom 

era.
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Figure 1: U.S. Petroleum Engineering Schools43
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Figure 2: U.S. Petroleum Engineering Enrollment.43
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♦♦♦ The trend in Petroleum Engineering Enrollment is not unconnected with the ups 

and downs in the oil industry.

♦♦♦ The shift in the 20th century o f dream jobs for American youths also affects the 

engineering enrollment as shown in table 3. The high school students lack 

interest in mathematics and this affects engineering enrollment.

Table 3: Dream jobs for Americans, Ages 13-1744'

1970's 1990's
Boys Skilled worker Businessman

Engineer Computer
Lawyer Lawyer

Teacher Athlete
Athlete Arts

Girls Secretary Nurse
Teacher Teacher

Nurse Doctor
Medical Technician Arts

Veterinarian Business
woman

Critical Problems in Engineering Education Today

•  Synthesis: Students are not exposed to enough synthesis and open-minded problem

solving experiences. We teach too much content and not enough practice.

•  Interdisciplinary Content: Curricula tend to be compartmentalized without enough

interdisciplinary content.

•  Delivery Styles: Some delivery styles are outdated and do not effectively utilize 

modern information technologies. Learning style differences and cultural/ethnic 

diversities are not uniformly considered in classroom.
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•  Concurrent Engineering: There is little concurrent engineering and life cycle design 

synthesis taught. Concurrent application o f multiple disciplines through the design 

cycle often requires team design experience which is largely absent in curricula 

today.

•  Industry: There are not enough industrial practice and experience embedded in the 

curriculum.

•  Laboratory: Insufficient hands-on and laboratory experience is offered to engineering 

students.

•  Curriculum Turnover: Curriculum turnover is too slow and mechanisms for bringing 

new research and technologies into the classroom are lacking.

•  Social Context: Societal factors are neglected in conventional curriculum. The 

engineer as decision-maker must be able to evaluate and communicate the social 

implications o f technology. Another concern is the lack of consideration o f ethnic 

and cultural diversity.

•  Communication: Engineering students lack communication skills upon graduation.

The consequences o f these problems in the engineering curriculum today, are the 

production o f engineering graduates that are skilled in disciplinary analysis, but lack 

skills in synthesis, interdisciplinary problems solving, concurrent engineering, team 

work, and communication.



CHAPTER 4 

ENGINEERS IN ORGANIZATION

4.1 W hat is Management?

In this chapter, the roles o f engineers in organization are discussed. Specifically, 

the chapter discusses the functions and responsibilities o f technical managers, causes o f 

managerial failure and its remedies, and reasons why engineers switch to management.

❖ Management is the process o f getting done with and through others45. Managing is a 

task or an activity, a process requiring the performance o f several functions by the 

individuals possessing a specific set o f skills. Management is a process comprising 

several activities and tasks to be undertaken or accomplished, and these include 

planning, organizing, directing, and staffing.

4.2 Who is a Manager?

A manager is a person working for an organization that practices management 

makes decisions, solves problems, and is responsible for the work o f at least one 

other individual reporting to him45. The ultimate goal o f the manager, o f course, is 

to help the organization achieve its objective in a certain functional area, such as 

engineering marketing, or manufacturing. Theoretically, three criteria must be met 

for one to be considered as a manager.

❖ A manager must practice management by performing a sequence o f coordinated 

activities: planning, organizing, directing, controlling, and staffing.

❖ A manager must get involved with managerial problem solving and several available 

options. It is the manager’s responsibility, then, to evaluate the different options and 

make choice.

59
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❖ The manager must have at least one individual reporting to him  (this includes a 

secretary) because managing implies managing someone. Managers, thus, must 

guide, coach, and direct others.

❖ Functional Responsibilities

Functional responsibilities constitute the administrative aspects o f a manager’s job. 

The performance o f  these tasks is essential to getting the job done. Every manager 

has three functional responsibilities.

Figure 3: Functions and Responsibility of Technical M anagers43
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4.3 Functions and Responsibilities of Managers

•  Functional Responsibilities

• Planning: Planning is the process o f developing a philosophy o f managing (i.e., 

management beliefs, values, and attitudes), setting objectives, establishing goals, and 

devising short-and long-range strategies to achieve them. Decision-making is also an 

integral part o f the planning function that requires the identification of the options 

available in every functional area (i.e., marketing, engineering, manufacturing, R&D, 

and so on) and choosing among them.

• Organizing: The organizing function is the process o f achieving coordinated effort 

through the creation o f a structure o f task and authority relationships. In other words, 

organizing is the process o f dividing up total organizational activities into tasks or 

jobs and the determination o f relationships (authority and responsibility network) 

among them. In this sense, the structure o f a division or unit is simply a means 

toward an end, a vehicle through which organizational and divisional objectives are 

achieved.

• Controlling and monitoring Progress: Controlling is a process o f establishing 

standards o f performance, evaluating actual performance against these standards, and 

correcting deviations from standards and plans. The controlling function is an 

integral part o f the management process and a twin function to the plan process; 

employing appropriate standards and getting continuous feedback are necessary if  an 

organization’s progress toward goal accomplishment is to be monitored.

❖ Directing o f People

■ Leading: Leadership entails influencing a group’s activities to accomplish certain 

goals. It involves the behavior o f both leader and followers. In general, one person 

exerts social influence over members o f a group. While a manager might or might 

not be a leader, his assuming a leadership role and serving as a model for employees 

to emulate can be quite helpful in accomplishing organizational and divisional
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objectives. In effect, whereas control focuses on the direction o f human behavior, 

leadership is needed to cause individuals to perform in a desired manner.

■ Motivating: Motivation is a process o f getting employees to perform the work 

assigned to them in a manner that meets or surpasses expected standards o f 

performance. Because o f the intrinsic nature o f motivation, different schemes to have 

to employed with different groups o f employees to stimulate performance and 

productivity. Fundamental to the success o f any motivational plan is the extent to 

which the intended motivator meets the needs o f the employees for which it is 

designed.

■ Communicating: Communicating can be defined as the process o f transmitting 

meaning to others- the process by which people exchange facts, ideas, and emotions. 

The key to managerial effectiveness is the effective communication, to the extent that 

one can effectively safely say that management is communication. Obviously, the 

importance o f communication goes well beyond management and organizations; it is 

a factor o f profound importance in every walk o f life.

■ Coaching and Appraising Performance: Counseling, helping, and coaching employees 

is an important part o f the manager’s job. Appraising individual performance is also 

significant managerial responsibility. These activities are the basis for effective 

performance, planning, and employee development.

■ Handling Organizational Power and Politics: Informal political systems and power 

structures are typical o f  organizational life. Learning how to handle organizational 

power and politics and survive is a crucial interpersonal skill every manager should 

have.

■ Managing Conflict: Because o f relatively resources, authority relationships, internal 

power struggles and different individual motivations, conflict is usually a 

characteristic o f interpersonal and inter-unit relationships within an organization. 

Resolving conflict, as well as using it constructively to produce new information and 

to strengthen relationships between individuals and groups, is an important
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managerial task. Conflict management is thus an interpersonal skill o f enormous 

importance for managers at all organizational levels.

4.4 Roles and Responsibilities of Technical managers

Provision o f exact answers with inexact and incomplete input

He must do this on schedule and within a budget, both o f which are usually too

restrictive.

He must work with people, who are primarily his own resource, who must take 

the natural sciences and materials and translate them economically into a useful 

product.

Provision o f proper planning, organization, standards, control o f results, and 

measurement systems while creating an atmosphere conducive to high creativity 

and innovation.

Balance short-range goals against long-range viability.

Development and maintaining o f competence in specialized technical skills and, 

at the same time develop broad-gauged products o f systems engineers and 

integrate their combined contributions.

Provision o f technical growth and continuity for the parent organization while 

meeting the needs o f individuals.

He must constantly strive for synergism o f all interrelation-ships and related 

technologies with his activity.

Constant feedback o f experience to predecessors, competitors, and the results 

produced by organization is transferred into engineering process.

4.5 Problems Facing Technical Managers

It is noteworthy that the most important problem perceived by managers is 

communication45. Problems relating to technical supervision and the nature o f creative 

technical resources are also considered to be quite important.
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• Handling difficult performance appraisal. Managers need to develop the ability 

and willingness to give through and effective appraisals without avoiding difficult 

problem areas where constructive comments are needed.

• Overcoming the “mother hen syndrome.” Inexperienced managers with strong 

technical interests often frustrate their engineers by acting as super-project 

engineers rather as managers.

•  Neglecting their managerial aspects o f the job. Managers sometimes have 

difficulty realizing that their job involves non-technical work such as recruiting, 

budgeting, forecasting, and so on. They tend to neglect these areas, seeing them 

as distractions rather than as an inherent part o f the job.

• Developing enthusiasm and motivation. Managers vary widely in their ability to 

develop enthusiasm and motivation in their employees. Special problems can 

arise in keeping people motivated during both overload and slack periods. Other 

problems can result from slow business growth and the resulting lack o f 

promotion opportunities and salary compression.

• Developing decisiveness. Some managers delay making important decisions 

because they never have enough facts to suit them. They need to appreciate that a 

potentially wrong decision is often better than no decision. They need to develop 

sensitivity to situations in which they slowly drift down a dead-end road trying to 

solve a potentially unsolvable problem. This often delays the day o f reckoning 

when drastic action must finally be taken.

• Developing employees. Some managers fail to realize that a part o f their job  is to 

develop their employees’ overall capabilities so that they are prepared for 

advancement when the opportunity arises.

•  Communicating adequately. Managers are often negligent in communicating 

pertinent facts and news about the business to their staff. This often goes along, 

with the failure to have group meetings to give their employees a chance to 

interact and make them feel that they are a part o f a team.
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• Playing favoritism. Inexperienced managers may spend most o f their time with 

one or two employees and totally neglect the less interesting activity o f  the less 

group.

•  Holding a narrow perspective. Sometimes, managers launch important new 

projects without first gaining an understanding o f customers’ needs and without 

understanding the product being offered by the competition.

• Recognizing special performance. Some managers often fail to give to give 

suitable recognition to employees who have performed beyond the call o f duty in 

completing rush projects.

• Having financial consciousness. Some managers are not really interested in 

financial matters and neglect to control the manufacturing costs o f their products 

as well as the development costs.

4. 6 Why Projects Fail

Organizations fail because managers fail. Managers fail because they perform 

poorlyJ. Performance is one o f the prime criteria that an organization uses in 

evaluating employees’ contribution. Managerial failure can be defined as the 

inability o f the manager to meet certain performance standards imposed by his 

superiors. It can be defined in terms of organizational policies. On other hand, a 

manager has failed if  his or her performance is considered unsatisfactory or 

unacceptable by virtue o f pre-established criteria.

Causes of M anagerial Failure

□ Problems o f Intelligence and Job Knowledge

Insufficient verbal ability, special ability, job  knowledge, and defect of judgement 

could lead to managerial failure.

□ Emotional Problems

Another factor that can cause managerial failure is emotional problem. Frequent 

disruptive emotion, such as anxiety, depression, and guilt can cause managerial failure.
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Other factors such as neurosis (anger, jealousy), psychosis, alcohol and drugs are agents 

o f  managerial failure.

□ Motivational Problems

Furthermore, motivational problems have been established as one the causes o f 

managerial failure. Strong motives frustrated (fear o f failure, dominance, need for 

attention), excessive low personal work standards are typical examples o f motivational 

problems.

□ Physical Problems

Also, physical such as physical illness or handicap, physical disorders o f emotional 

origin, insufficient muscular or sensory ability could lead to managerial failure.

□ Family-Related factors

Again, it has been established that family-related factors can cause managerial 

failure. Family crisis, separation from family and isolation, and predominance o f family 

usually leads to managerial failure.

□ Problems Originating in Company Policies

Problems originating in company policies are known factors that can cause 

managerial failure. Insufficient organizational action, placement error, excessive spans 

o f control, and inappropriate organizational standards are good examples o f problems 

originating in company policies.

□ Problems Stemming from Society and Its Value

Moreover, problems stemming from society and its value can cause managerial 

failure. Examples o f problems stemming from societal values include, application o f 

legal sanctions, enforcement o f societal values by means other than law, conflict between 

job and demands and cultural values (equity, freedom, religious values, and so on).

□ Factors in the Work Context and the Job Itself

Finally, factors in the work context and job itself are good agents o f managerial failure. 

Negative consequences o f economic forces, geographical location, detrimental condition 

in the work setting, excessive danger, and the problems lead to managerial failure.
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4.7 Preventing Managerial Failure

The following practical guidelines would enable us to enhance our chances for

managerial success:

❖ No evidence shows that any individual is a born, natural, or instinctive leader3. While 

some traits o f successful managers, such as aptitude, intelligence, and talent, are 

innate, considerable evidence suggests that managerial skills are leamable skills. 

Desirable personality traits do not guarantee good or superior performance

♦♦♦ A good manager can manage anything. Managing a large technology-based 

organization is, in fact, quite different from managing a small business or a 

department store. Managerial practices are contextual- their effectiveness depends on 

the context and organizational setting in which they are implemented. A managerial 

style that might work in a certain context might prove to be largely ineffective, where 

mission, goals, culture, structure, and the s ta ffs  orientation and background are not 

the same. In addition, technology-based organizations have unique characteristics 

that differentiate them from other types o f organizations.

❖ In management, there is usually one best way to do things. There are as many ways 

and styles to implement policies and procedures there are managers. Matching 

behavioral patterns and managerial styles to the requirements o f the situation is the 

key to managerial success.

♦♦♦ Avoid the self-induced causes o f managerial failure. Because poor interpersonal 

skills are the single most important cause for managerial failure, managers need to 

recognize and deal with the following traps

The inability to get along: The manager’s inability to interact and build 

harmonious relationships with superiors, associates, and subordinates would be a 

major hindrance to teamwork and an obstacle to his performance and carrier 

advancement.

The failure to adapt and manage change: Current sweeping changes in business 

environments, corporate restructuring and downsizing, global strategic alliances, 

joint ventures, and mergers do require corresponding changes in managerial
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styles. Technology managers and supervisors often find it difficult to adapt their 

entrepreneurial styles to the more team-oriented approaches to management.

The “me only” syndrome. While it is human for managers to want personal 

rewards and recognition, becoming too preoccupied with themselves. Many 

narcissists tend to fail in management because they often unable to get things 

done through others, unwilling to play on the team, unable to share the glories 

rewards with those working with and for them, who actually got done in the first 

place. The lesson is this too much preoccupation with “I” rather than “we” 

could, indeed, be blinding.

Fear o f action: Successful managers are usually action-oriented. Decisions often 

have to be made on the basis o f incomplete information. Managing ambiguity is 

part o f their passion. However, half-hearted managers may be limited by their 

inability to put themselves to on the line. Superb technologists might be diligent 

workers with new ideas but without passion or conviction to sell them. 

Underlying this lack o f commitment is a strong fear o f failure. Such try to 

prevent a fall by avoiding action, but in doing so they actually hasten their 

demise.

Inability to rebound: Successful managers have a strong capacity for learning by 

falling. They recognize their mistakes and try to correct them. However, some 

mangers tend to react to failure by becoming defensive. Trying to conceal it or 

blaming others for it. The point is that the ability to handle failure well and 

weather a setback can make or break a climb to the top.

4.8 Why Engineers Switch to Management

(a) Financial Advancement

Many engineers believe that the only way to improve their financial status is to move 

into management. It is true that the reward system in most organizations is geared toward 

managerial advancement as an index o f success. Accumulated evidence also suggests
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that even where there is a dual-ladder system, which allows parallel technical and 

managerial paths o f advancement, the managerial paths still provides much more 

attractive rewards in terms o f pay, power, prestige, and status symbols.

(b) Authority, Responsibility and Leadership

Engineers sometimes believe that being a manager is the only way to make things 

happen, to straighten out the chaos and efficiency around them, and to show other people 

the right way to do a job. They see in management an opportunity to assume a leadership 

role with far more authority and responsibility than their technical positions have ever 

enabled them to have.

(c) Power, Influence, Status, and Prestige

A strong need for power is a characteristic o f effective managers. While not too 

many engineers are willing to admit it, power has to be found, to be a strong motivation 

among those opting for a management career. The implication is that a strong need for 

power could be a desirable motivation to go into management, provided that it is used 

wisely. Power influence, status, and prestige are usually part o f the reward package 

associated with managerial positions.

(d) Advancement, Achievement, and Recognition

For many engineers and scientists, getting into management is the ultimate 

advancement. An explicit symbol o f achievement and success is to be the boss, indeed it 

is part o f American work ethic. The frills that go with a management position -w hich 

can include a high salary; an office with elegant furnishing, a private secretary, and the 

other trimmings -a re  all elements in the index o f success. They fulfill the engineer’s 

need for achievement, advancement, and recognition. They also have a positive 

psychological effect on the individual, who feels like a valued member o f the 

organization. Indeed, they constitute a tangible measure o f the individual worth to the 

company.
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(e) Fear of Technological Obsolescence

Because o f complexity and the rate o f technological change, some engineers and 

scientists find it extremely difficult to keep up with developments in their fields and to 

stay alive professionally. Obsolescence can be a person or an organizational 

phenomenon, or both. It occurs when a previously utilized person can no longer be used 

by the organization. The individual's inadequate knowledge and inadequate skills and the 

failure to develop an appropriate fit between the engineer's skills and the organization's 

needs usually cause it

(f) Random Circumstances

It is not unusual to find engineers making an unplanned move into management. 

This move could be in response to an offer initiated by management to the engineer 

presented as a “promotion.” It could also be due to sudden transfer, replacement, or 

advancement to the individual’s immediate superior. The move could also be totally 

political, or made purely for survival purposes. Example include promotions based on 

friendships, or visibility considerations and not on managerial competence or potential



CHAPTER 5

A VISION FOR THE 21st ENGINEERING EDUCATION

This chapter discusses the technologies that will dominate engineering education 

in the 21st century, and the problems that will affect engineering education in the 21st 

century are also analyzed. The areas o f engineering education that need improvement are 

also discussed. Engineering will be challenged as never before to shape the nature and 

quality o f life in the twenty-first century. Engineering education will be at the forefront 

o f the effort to meet these challenges.

The twenty-first century is giving way to a global economy in which market is 

fragmented, widely distributed, and often short-lived. An explosion o f technology is 

occurring. It is not an explosion that affects the outward look o f the landscape, as 

occurred in the period from 1850 to 1950, with the emergence o f factories, large bridges 

and dams, automobiles and airplanes, highway systems, electric power systems, 

telephones and televisions. Instead, it is a revolution in the way things are designed, 

made, and controlled - in  what they are made o f and how they work.

5.1 21st Century World

The 21st century seems to be as exciting, challenging and invigorating as the 20th 

century. The fundamental difference to be faced will be more profound, more varied, 

more novel, more global, and more unique and complex. Organizations will continue 

to be core institutional mechanisms for dealing with social, economic, political, and 

global issues. But they will have to be transformed and adapted to the new realities 

that that is called the new management order.

This new order was brought about by changes in technology; markets; global 

competition; socioeconomic ideologies and values; custom ers’ expectations, 

education, and pretences; and international political and economic realities. The new 

management order requires new management technologies, policies, and leadership

71
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styles to respond, manage, and cope with change. Faced with these issues and 

challenges, the job o f the manager in the 21st century will be clearly more complex. 

At the heart o f these challenges will be the universal need for effective and competent 

managers.

Since technology is a key resource o f profound importance for corporate 

profitability and growth, the need for competent managers o f technology cannot be 

overemphasized. This means that the successful preparation and transformation o f 

technologists into managers is one o f the most formidable tasks and challenges facing 

management in the 21st century.

Engineers and technology supervisors, managers, and executives are charged 

with managing technical operations o f a company. The organization, coordination, 

direction, allocation, and control o f the resources at their disposal are their prime 

responsibilities. How well they perform these tasks will largely determine the firm ’s 

survival and growth. Their efforts, like those o f other functional units in the 

company, are directed toward the achievement o f one thing: results. Thus, their 

contributions are measured accordingly. The possible trend of engineering education 

in the twenty-first century is shown in table 4.

Table 4: W hat is visible in 21st Century Academe46

Traditional Emerging

Department-based Topic-based

Campus-centric Global research

Few links to industry Robust industry partnership

Building-block courses Holistic curriculum

Research versus education Integration o f research and education

Table 4 is the comparison o f traditional method o f engineering education with the 

emerging paradigm o f engineering education. The old method o f teaching is department-
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based, campus centric, whereas the recent method is topic based, global research, and 

robust industry partnership.

The changing face o f engineering education in the United States from 1960 until 

present is shown on figure 4. The changing face o f engineering education in the Unites 

States can be broadly classified into four groups namely, technology, classroom 

configuration, roles, and students outcome.

Figure 4 show the changing face o f engineering education in the United States from 

1960-2000. Basically, the figure shows that more sophisticated tools are being used 

today. For example, in the 1960's slide rule was the order o f the day, but today, 

calculators and computers have replaced slide rule.
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Figure 4: The Changing Face46 of Engineering Education in the U.S., 1960-2000.
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Figure 4 Continued.
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Figure 4 Continued.
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5.2 New Engineering Education Paradigm

Curricular reform is based on systematic and modular experiments. Systematic 

curriculum restructuring is the long range goal o f multidisciplinary curriculum working 

groups o f faculty who evaluate and build on lessons planned from corresponding modular 

experiments. Broad summaries o f these experiments include: concurrent courseware, 

self-paced laboratories, synthesis case studies, computer-aided photocopying, research on 

learning styles, computer integration, faculty training and international outreach projects. 

Each module provides a solution one or more o f the critical problem areas. Summaries o f 

selected modular projects with emphasis on developing interdisciplinary synthesis and 

open-problems solving skills are summarized below47.

♦ Interdisciplinary, Multimedia Synthesis case Studies

The goal o f this project is to update and enhance the case study method o f teaching 

by using multimedia technology and hypermedia to combine live video examples o f 

current engineering processes to illustrate that design is an interdisciplinary, cooperative 

and dynamic process.

The student equipped with a computer and hypermedia can review how exemplary 

products are conceived, how decisions are made, the stages o f design and development, 

how the products are designed for easy assembly and manufacturing. Each student is 

able to study cases in his/her specific way by navigating through stacks or jum ping 

between areas in the specific case study and reference materials in other stacks. 

Similarly, the instructors can take a modular approach to using the case studies; each 

referring to one aspect o f them to illustrate various theoretical engineering principles. 

Sample topic case studies that are planned for multimedia development include consumer 

products, group design projects, downward extensible case studies and mechanical 

dissection.

♦ M echanical Dissection: A Lab-based Study of Design Context

Students often fail to understand the context in which designs are created, or the 

history behind many products/designs. The primary objective o f the project is to develop
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portable curricular material for use in mechanical dissection laboratories. Students will 

be required to choose a product that is currently in use (e.g., carburetor, and sewing 

machine) o f which in order to track the history.

Also, the students will be required to obtain several samples o f the projects (both 

current and antique) to disassemble in order to explore function. Laboratory time will be 

spent disassembling the various samples. Assignments will include formal and informal 

presentations where the students describe function, and final paper describing the history 

o f the components, including factors (connections) that influenced the development o f the 

product.

♦ Mechatronics and Embedded Computing

Improved technology for mechanical systems has resulted in systems that are more 

reliable, carry out a broader range o f functions, interact more effectively with operators, 

and are faster than their predecessors. The key dynamic improvement has been the close 

integration o f the mechanical and electronic portions o f the systems. The term 

mechatronic was coined in Japan to describe the amalgam o f mechanics and electronics 

needed to create modern electromechanical systems.

The advent o f microprocessors has added a new dimension to mechatronics. The 

term “embedded computing” refers to computer applications in which the computer 

becomes an integral part o f a functioning machine. The mechatronics program in the 

National Science Foundation Coalition is concerned with assuring that engineering 

students are exposed to principles and practice mechatronics and embedded computing in 

an environment emphasizing the interdisciplinary nature o f subject and its creative 

potential.

♦ Freshman Engineering

Current “interface” classes are compartmentalized and narrowly defined. 

Engineering students will benefit from exposure to broader views. The goal o f this 

objective is to present a view of engineering as a whole to freshman engineering students 

that stresses the interdisciplinary nature o f engineering and provides a societal context.
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The hypothesis is that the matriculation retention and students’ satisfaction with selected 

majors will improve as a result o f the multiple departmental offering.

♦ International Outreach

One the most serious challenges facing The United States in this twenty-first century is 

international competition in engineering and science. To compete successfully in world 

markets, we must become better than our competitors at designing, developing, 

manufacturing and marketing our products. It is therefore essential that we produce more 

engineering graduates with skills in at least one foreign language and a sound 

understanding o f international history, economics, culture, and business practices o f at 

least one foreign nation, as well as, an appreciation o f the culture o f foreign engineering 

and science.

5.3 Learning Environment For Twenty -first Century Engineering Education

The integrated teaching and learning (ITL) should cut across all departments, and 

the new curriculum vision should demand a new facility. Unlike the any other facility in 

the world, the integrated teaching and learning laboratory itself functions as a living 

laboratory through exposed engineering systems and sensors integrated into the building, 

making its impulse accessible on the Internet as a technology building system resource.

■ Active Learning

More effective than the tradition “chalk and talk” lecture format is the active 

learning approach in which lecture is minimized and replaced intense with team based 

interactions.

♦ A Living Laboratory

A m odem building is an ideal example o f the integration o f multiple complex 

engineering systems. A one-of-a kind educational facility, the new integrated teaching 

and learning building itself, is an interactive tool, with the capability to expose, monitor, 

and manipulate the engineering systems inside.
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5.4 Problems Associated with New Engineering Education Paradigm

• Academic institutions, by centuries-old tradition, are slow to change.

• Faculty governance process often talks proposal changes to death.

• Education tradition in the U.S. is teacher-centered, not learner centered.

• Strong culture focused on individual, specialized achievement inhibits faculty 

collaboration, especially across disciplinary boundaries.

• Faculty reward system and funding patterns in research universities discourage the 

investment o f significant faculty time in educational innovation.

At some institutions, industry collaboration is frowned upon; at others, remote location 

makes such collaboration difficult.

At some institutions, industry collaboration is frowned upon; at others, remote location 

makes such collaboration difficult.

5.5 Blackboard

This is a method o f electronic course delivery, and it will be widely applied in 

twenty-first century. The course site has three main items:

□ Main course window

□ Navigation area

□ Control buttons

Main Course Window

The main course windows should be considered home screen. When using course 

information, all content and communication tools (navigation and control buttons) will 

appear in this area. Announcements can be found on this page every time you login to 

the course. This section will display pertinent information regarding course assignments, 

discussion on topics, and even examinations.

Example o f the Main Course Window



Table 5: Blackboard Main Course W indow48

Announcements

Course Information

Staff Information

Course Documents

Assignments

Students Tools 
-Droo box

External Links

Communication

Navigation Area

Resources

Course map

Search Logout

Control Button

Enroll
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The announcement area is used to display announcements, updates, and reminders. 

This area on the main course window each time you enter the course.

The course information area is used to display general information about the course. 

Typically, this contains an approved course description, and listing o f  prerequisites, and 

times/locations for lecture components. Information about staff and faculty is contained 

in staff information.

The information contains in course document area is used to hold the majority of 

information that will be delivered online such as course outlines, handouts, lecture 

materials, and related readings.

Assignment area contains course assignments, tests, quizzes, and surveys.

This area holds all the communication tools, discussion, chat, and mail are located there, 

along with student and group pages.

The information contained external links lists uniform resource locator (URL), which 

you can use to view related course material.

The students’ tool holds the tools needed to submit information to the instructor, 

view course calendar, check grades, manage home page, and edit profile. Also, included 

in this area is the student drop-box.

Student drop-box

The drop-box is a tool that instructor and students can use to exchange files by uploading 

a file information from a computer to a central location. A student or instructor can 

download the document onto their system. There are two locations to drop-box tool. 

Individual student’s access to drop-box is available from the students tools area. This 

drop-box is for students and instructor to share files. Students also have access to group 

drop-box if instructors have designated study groups.

5.6 Internet-based Learning

Twenty-first century will be an information age and a lot information and 

knowledge will be gained through the Internet than ever. Therefore, the engineers need
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to develop in the design and use o f Web sites. There are some advantages and 

disadvantages associated with this system.

Advantages of the Use of Internet

Internet allows for broader communication, that is more people will communicated 

with the use o f Internet. Another advantage is o f Internet is that it relatively cheap. Also, 

Internet has a very fast response time frame. In this century, textbooks might be replaced 

with the use o f computers and Internet.

Disadvantages of Internet

Internet interferes with people’s privacy. Internet users could have access to other 

people’s personal data, thereby violating the privacy right. Further cyber-terrorism is 

another problem that emanates from the use o f Internet. Since October 1999, hackers 

have penetrated more than 100 federal computers, primarily taking advantage o f a well- 

known weakness in the Microsoft Corporation Windows Network operating49. Such 

attacks include sites belonging to the Defense Information Systems Agency and N A SA ’s 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. On February 08, 2000, saboteurs knocked popular auction 

site eBay offline for two hours, CNN.com offline for nearly two hours, and Amazon50. 

Com offline for one hour. Earlier on February 08, 2000, hackers also knocked 

Yahoo.com.

Again, some articles found on the web lack citation, which makes it difficult for 

referencing. In this century, the rate at which people make use o f  the shopping mall will 

be reduced because o f Internet shopping. Furthermore, Internet will create 

unemployment for post office workers, since those who have access to the Internet can 

order whatever they need through the Internet. Finally, students-teacher interaction and 

students-students interaction will also be affected more in this century, since students can 

receive lectures through the Internet.

Remedies to Cyber-terrorism
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Filters should be installed to the network to prevent hackers’ attack, even though 

the filter might not be foolproof. Firewall software programs such as, BlacklCE Basic

1.19.18E, Zone-Alarm 2.0.26, Net-Commando 1.0b, and ClearlCE Report Utility 2.2 

could be used to protect computers from intruders. Computer-based training and 

laboratory work should be provided to Internet users. The training will provide a 

common level o f understanding so that everyone in an agency knows when it comes to 

security, everyone has a responsibility, whether it is simply keeping a password or 

putting software patches on the network. Much time should be devoted to security 

problems, including showing the administrators and users just how easy it is to hack into 

their systems. Internet changes quickly, making people aware o f  the problems, is a big 

priority.

5.7 Electronic Textbooks

The production o f electronic textbooks will be an important issue in twenty-first 

century. There are number o f difficult issues associated with the production and sale o f 

an electronic textbook. Problems such as cost, intellectual property, and new business 

model needed for electronic textbook have to be considered in the production and sale o f 

electronic textbook.

♦♦♦ Cost

There are a number o f costs associated with the development, sale, operation, and 

maintenance o f electronic textbooks. The most formidable o f these is the cost o f 

development o f  the course material. For a three hour one semester course, a professor 

must produce approximately forty 50-minute lectures.

Because o f  the enormous effort required to produce a multimedia course, another 

cost could be no-tenured faculty m em ber’s career, if  he/she does not use good judgm ent 

in patronizing his/her time on the most appropriate goals to achieve a tenured position. 

Other costs associated with web-based course material include the cost o f multimedia 

development tools. The price o f the tool is typically affordably, but these tools can be
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quite complex to use. The cost o f training experts in the application o f these tolls is far 

more expensive than the cost o f these tools.

•  Intellectual Property

There are third party intellectual property issues that must be negotiated, but also 

there are intellectual property ownership issues among faculty, publishers, and 

universities. Although universities are beginning to address the issue for electronic 

publishing o f courseware, the issues are complex and not totally resolved in the minds o f 

many faculties

•  New Business Model Needed For the Electronic Textbook

Universities and the publishers lack the experience in dealing with the production, sales 

delivery, and operation and maintenance o f an electronic textbook. Publishers deal in the 

delivery o f hard copy. Universities are reluctant to give departments additional fund for 

the operation and maintenance o f electronic textbooks. The faculty, universities, and 

publishers need to develop new business models for the production, delivery, and 

operation of electronic courseware.

5.8 Virtual University

A virtual system o f university education will dominate the twenty-first century. 

Carnegie Mellon University has proposed an experimental virtual university that would 

include1:

• An interactive multimedia classroom where distance learners can participate in real

time.

• An online Internet library offering programs in digital video.

• A portable classroom consisting o f wireless equipment.

• An interactive research facilities and research on interactive technologies.

This is only one example o f many similar experiments now under at many U.S. 

engineering institutions. All such experiments recognize that other characteristics 

beyond these “virtual” ones are necessary to fulfil the overall educational mission o f a 

university.
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5.9 Occupational Outlook for Engineers

Employment opportunities in engineering are expected to be good through the year 

2006 because employment is expected to increase as fast as the average from all 

occupations while the number o f degrees granted in engineering may not increase as 

rapidly as employment42. Competitive pressures and advancing technology will force 

companies to improve and update designs more frequently, and work to optimize their 

manufacturing processes. New computer systems have improved the design process, 

enabling engineers to produce and analyze design variations much more rapidly; these 

systems are increasingly used to monitor and control processes.

In 1996, engineers held 1,382, 000 jobs. Forty-six percent o f all wage and salary 

engineering jobs were located in manufacturing industries such as electrical and 

electronic equipment, industrial machinery, aircraft and parts, motor vehicles, chemicals, 

search and navigation equipment, fabricated metal products, and guided missiles and 

space vehicles. In 1996, 716,000 wage and salary jobs were in non-manufacturing 

industries, primarily in engineering and architectural services, research and testing 

services, and business services where firms designed construction projects or did other 

engineering work on a contract basis for organizations in other parts o f the country.

Job Outlook for Aerospace Engineers

Those seeking employment as aerospace engineers are likely to face competion42. 

The decline in Defense Department expenditures for military aircraft, missiles, and other 

aerospace systems has caused mergers and acquisition among defense contractors. 

Federal government funding in civilian sector is projected to increase due to orders has 

also declined. Growth in civilian sector is projected to increase due to orders from 

domestic and foreign airlines that need more aircraft to accommodate increasing 

passenger traffic, and to replace the present fleet o f airlines with quieter and more fuel- 

efficient aircraft.
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Consequently, employment o f aerospace engineers is expected to grow more slowly 

than the average through the year 2006. Future growth of the employment in this field 

could be moderate because a higher proportion o f engineers in aerospace manufacturing 

may come from the materials, mechanical, or electrical engineering fields. M ost job 

openings will result from the need to replace aerospace engineers who transfer to other 

occupations or leave the labor force.

Aerospace engineers held about 53,000 jobs in 1996. More than two-fifths worked 

in the aircraft parts and guided missiles and space vehicle manufacturing industries. 

Federal government agencies, primarily the Department o f Defense and the national 

Aeronautics Space Administration Services, research and testing services, and electrical 

and electronics manufacturing firms accounted for most o f the remaining jobs. 

California, Washington, Texas, and Florida -S tates with large aerospace manufacturers, 

have the most aerospace engineers.

Job Outlook for Chemical Engineers

Although employment in the chemical manufacturing industry is projected to grow 

slowly through 2006, employment o f chemical engineers should increase about as fast as 

the average for all occupations as chemical companies research and develop new 

chemicals and more efficient processes to increase output o f existing chemicals. Much of 

the projected growth in employment, however, will be in non-manufacturing industries. 

Chemical engineering graduates may face competition for jobs as the number o f openings 

is projected to be lower than the number o f  graduates. Areas relating to the production o f 

specialty chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and plastics materials may provide better 

opportunities than other portions o f the chemicals.

Chemical engineers held over 49,000 jobs in 1996. Manufacturing industries 

employed two-third o f all employees, primarily in the chemical, petroleum refining, 

paper, and related industries. M ost o f the rest worked for engineering services, research 

and testing services, or consulting firms that design chemical plants. Still others work on 

a contract basis, for government agencies or as independent consultants.



Job Outlook for Civil Engineers

Employment o f civil engineers is expected to increase as fast as the average for all 

occupations through the year 2006. Graduates o f civil engineering programs should find 

favorable opportunities. Spurred by general population growth and an expanding 

economy, more civil engineers will be needed to design and construct higher capacity 

transportation, water supply, and pollution control systems; large buildings and building 

complexes; and to repair or fix existing roads, bridges, and other public structures. Most 

job  openings, however, will result from the need to replace civil engineers who transfer to 

other occupations or leave the labor force. Because construction and related industries, 

including those providing services, employ civil engineers, employment opportunities 

will vary by geographic area and may decrease during economic slowdowns, when 

construction often curtailed.

Civil engineers held about 196,000 jobs in 1996. Almost 47 percent in firms 

providing engineering consulting services, primarily developing designs for new 

construction projects. Another 39 percent o f the jobs were in federal, state, and local 

government agencies. The construction industry, public utilities, transportation, and 

manufacturing industries account for most o f the rest. About 13,000 civil engineers were 

self-employed, many as consultants. Civil engineers usually work near major industrial 

and commercial centers, often at construction sites. Some projects are situated in remote 

areas, or in foreign countries. In some jobs, civil engineers move from place to place to 

work on different projects.

Job Outlook for Electrical and Electronics Engineers

Job openings resulting from job growth and need to replace electrical engineers who 

transfer to other occupations, or leave the labor force should be sufficient to absorb the 

number o f new graduates and other entrants, making for good employment opportunities 

through 2006. Employment o f electrical and electronics engineers is expected to increase 

faster than the average for all occupations. The need for electronics manufacturers to
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invest heavily in research and development to remain competitive will provide openings 

for graduates who have learned the latest technologies. Increased demand by business 

and government for improved computers and communications equipment is expected to 

account for much o f the projected employment growth. Consumer demand for electrical 

and electronic goods should create additional jobs. Job growth is expected to be faster in 

non-manufacturing industries, however, because firms are increasingly getting electronic 

engineering expertise from consulting and service companies.

Electrical and electronics engineers held about 367,000 jobs in 1996, making it the 

largest branch o f engineering. Most jobs were in engineering and business consulting 

firms, manufacturers o f electrical and electronic equipment, industrial machinery 

manufactures, professional and scientific instruments, and government agencies. 

Communication and utilities firms, manufacturers of aircraft and guided missiles, and 

computer and data processing services firms accounted for most o f the remaining jobs.

Job Outlook for Industrial Engineers

Employment o f industrial engineers is expected to grow as fast as the average for all 

occupations through the year 2006, making for favorable opportunities. Industrial 

growth, more complex business operations, and the greater use o f automation in factories 

and in offices underlie the projected employment growth. Because the main function o f 

an industrial engineer is to make a higher quality product as efficiently as possible, their 

services should be in demand in the manufacturing sector as firms seek to reduce costs 

and increase productivity through scientific management and safety engineering. Most 

job  openings, however, will result from the need to replace industrial engineers who 

transfer to other occupations or leave the labor force.

Industrial engineers held about 115,000 jobs in 1996. About 73% o f these jobs were 

in manufacturing industries. Because their skills can be used in almost any type o f 

organization, industrial engineers are more widely distributed among manufacturing 

industries than other engineers. Their skills can be readily outside manufacturing as well.
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Some work in engineering and management services, utilities, and business services: 

others work for government agencies, or as independent consultants.

Job Outlook for Mechanical Engineers

Employment o f mechanical engineers is expected to grow about as fast as the 

average for all occupations through the year 2006. Graduates o f mechanical engineering 

programs should have favorable job opportunities. Most o f the expected job openings, 

resulting from both employment growth and the need to replace those who will leave the 

occupations, should be sufficient to absorb the supply o f new graduates and other 

entrants. Although overall employment in manufacturing is expected to decline, 

employment for mechanical engineers in manufacturing should increase as the demand 

for improved machinery and machine tools grows and industrial machinery and processes 

become increasingly complex. Employment o f mechanical engineers in business and 

engineering services firms is expected to grow faster the average as other industries in the 

economy increasingly contract out to these firms to solve engineering problems.

Mechanical engineers held about 228,000 jobs in 1996. Almost 6 out o f 10 jobs 

were in manufacturing - o f  these, most were in the machinery, transportation equipment, 

instruments, and fabricated metal products industries. Business and engineering 

consulting services and federal government agencies provided most o f the remaining 

jobs.

Job Outlook for Metallurgical, Ceramic, and Materials Engineers

Individuals seeking employment as metallurgical, ceramic, and materials engineers 

should find good opportunities as the number o f anticipated job openings should be 

sufficient to absorb the low number o f new graduates relative to those in other 

engineering disciplines. Employment o f metallurgical, ceramic, and materials engineers 

is expected to increase more slowly than the average for all occupations through the year 

2006. Many o f the industries in which these engineers are concentrated, such as stone, 

clay, and glass products; primary metals; fabricated metal products; and transportation
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equipment industries, are expected to experience little if  any employment growth through 

the year 2006. Anticipating employment growth in service industries, such as research 

and testing services and engineering and architectural services, however, should provide 

significant job  openings as these firms are hired to develop improved materials for their 

industrial customers.

Metallurgical, ceramic, and materials engineers held about 18,000 jobs in 1996. 

One-fourth worked in metal-producing and processing industries. They also worked in 

aircraft manufacturing; research and testing services; federal government agencies; 

industries that manufacture machinery and electrical equipment; stone, clay, and glass 

products manufacturing; and engineering consulting firms.

Job Outlook for M ining Engineers

The mining industry traditionally has few openings. In fact, employment in the mining 

industry and o f  mining engineers is expected to decline through the year 2006. 

Therefore, graduates in mining engineering will face competition despite their few low 

numbers. Opportunities in the mining industry are closely related to the price o f the 

metals and minerals the produce. If the price o f these products is high, it makes 

worthwhile for a mining company to invest the millions o f dollars in material moving 

equipment and ore processing technology necessary to operate a mine. Although prices 

for mined products have been unstable, the increasingly activity o f auto manufacturing 

and expanded development and repair o f the nation’s roadways will help provide demand 

for materials.

Mining engineers held about 3,100 jobs in 1996. While two-third worked in the 

mining industry, other mining engineers worked in government agencies, manufacturing 

industries, or engineering consulting firms. Mining engineers are usually employed at the 

location o f mineral deposits, often near small communities, and sometimes outside the 

United States. Those in research and development, management, consulting, or sales 

however, are often located in metropolitan areas.
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Job Outlook for Nuclear Engineers

Employment o f nuclear engineers is expected to grow more than the average for all 

occupations through the year 2006. Because this is a small occupation, it will translate 

into few growth-related opportunities. Most openings will arise as nuclear engineers 

transfer to other occupations, or leave the force. However, good opportunities for nuclear 

engineers should still exist since the small number o f nuclear engineering graduates is 

likely to be in balance with the number o f job openings. Due to public concerns over the 

cost and safety o f nuclear power, there are only a small number o f nuclear plant 

constructions in the United States, and it is possible some older plants will shut down. 

Nevertheless, nuclear engineers will be needed to operate existing plants. In addition, 

nuclear engineers will be needed to work in defense-related areas, to develop nuclear 

medical technology, and improve and enforce waste management and safety standards.

Nuclear engineers held about 14,000 job in 1996. About 20 percent each were in 

utilities, federal government, and engineering consulting firms. Another 12 percent were 

in research and testing services. More than half o f all federally employed nuclear 

engineers were civilian employees o f the navy, and most o f the rest worked for Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, the Department o f Energy, or the Tennessee Valley Authority. 

M ost nonfederal employed nuclear engineers worked for public utilities, or engineering 

consulting companies. Some worked for defense manufacturers, or manufacturers o f 

nuclear power plants.

Job Outlook for Petroleum Engineers

Employment o f petroleum engineers is expected to decline through the year 2006, 

unless oil and gas prices unexpectedly rise enough to encourage increased exploration for 

oil in this country. In spite of this, employment opportunities for petroleum engineers 

should be favorable because the number o f degrees granted in petroleum engineering has 

traditionally been low. Therefore, new graduates are not likely to exceed the number o f 

job  openings arising as petroleum engineers transfer to other occupations, or leave the
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labor force. Also, petroleum engineers work around the globe, and many employers seek 

U.S.-trained petroleum engineers for jobs in other countries.

The price o f oil has a major effect on the level o f employment opportunities for 

petroleum engineers in the United States. A high price in oil and gas makes it profitable 

for oil and gas exploration and production firms to seek oil and gas reservoirs, and they 

will hire petroleum engineers to do so. With low oil prices, however, it cheaper to 

purchase needed oil from other countries, such as Saudi Arabia, which have vast oil 

reserves. Also, the best exploration opportunities are in other countries because many o f 

most likely petroleum-producing areas in the United States have already been explored. 

However, the implementation o f new technologies that expand drilling possibilities and 

improve the performance o f reservoirs in the U.S. and the G ulf o f Mexico may create 

new opportunities.

Moreover, advancement in technology affects employment for engineers. Jobs that 

are used to be done by many people manually, are now being done by fewer people, due 

to computerization and other advancement in technology.

Petroleum engineers held 13,000 jobs in 1996, mostly in the petroleum industry and 

closely related fields. Employers include major oil companies and hundreds o f smaller, 

independent oil exploration, production, and service companies. Engineering consulting 

firms, government agencies, oil field services, and equipment suppliers, also employ 

petroleum engineers. Others work as independent consultants.

Most petroleum engineers work where oil and gas are found. Large numbers are 

employed in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Colorado, Alaska, and California, including 

offshore sites. Many American petroleum engineers also work overseas in oil-producing 

countries. Because petroleum engineers specialize in discovery and production o f oil and 

gas, relatively few are employed in the refining, transportation, and retail sector o f the oil 

and gas industry.
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Earnings

Starting salaries for engineers with the bachelor’s degree are significantly higher 

than starting salaries o f bachelor's degree graduate in other fields. According to the 

National Association o f Colleges Employers42, engineering graduates with a bachelor’s 

degree averaged about $38,500 a year in private sector in 1997; those with a m aster’s 

degree and no experience, $45,400 a year; and with a Ph.D., $59,200. Starting salaries 

for those with the bachelor's’ degree vary by branch, as shown in the following 

tabulation.

Table 6: Average Salaries for different Engineering degrees42 in the U.S.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics (Nov. 1998)

Aerospace Engineers $37,957

Chemical $42,817

Civil 33, 119

Electrical 39,513

Industrial 38,026

Mechanical 38,113

Metallurgical 38,550

Mining 36,724

Nuclear 37,194

Petroleum 43,674

A survey o f workplaces in 160 metropolitan areas42, reported that beginning 

engineers had median annual earnings o f about $34,400 in 1995, with the middle half

earning between about $30,900 and $38,116 a year. Experienced midlevel engineers 

with no supervisory responsibilities had median annual earnings o f about $59,100, with 

the middle half earnings between about $54,000 and $65,00 a year. M edian annual
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earnings for engineers at senior managerial levels were about $99,200. Median annual 

earnings for these and other levels o f engineers are shown in the following tabulation.



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND RECOM M ENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusion

Independent learning is not new, but the availability o f it to all students at the 

university level in engineering education is a change. New education technology 

certainly extends the professors' teaching effectiveness and provides a means for 

individualized student learning.

Combination of industry experience and academic study would make education 

richer and more meaningful. To this day, there are a few who will disagree with this 

observation. Recent studies by others have established that combination o f work and 

study would6:

♦ Increase the students’ motivation.

♦ Contribute to a greater sense o f responsibility.

♦ Develop a greater dependence upon ones own judgement and a corresponding 

development o f maturity.

♦ Contribute to a better understanding o f other people and development o f greater skills 

in human relations, helping to break down the segmentation o f college students into a 

wholly adolescent community.

♦ Help to acquaint students with industrial work and function o f occupation in 

providing the wide range o f goods and services, the characteristics o f  the economy.

♦ Provide students with information relative to the range o f job  opportunities, 

qualification requirements and the potentials and limitations not only o f their own 

field s, but also o f associated fields.

♦ Contribute to faculty development and improvement through close association with 

the industry.

96
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♦ Contribute to better understanding of education problems by industry personnel and 

provides a means o f attracting and maintaining a flow o f trained personnel who have 

been observed tested during their educational program.

♦ Contribute to a better understanding and recognition o f a college function by the 

surrounding community, frequently resulting in improved moral and financial 

support.

The trend towards more advanced technical degrees for petroleum engineering 

graduates will continue. The problems to be solved in the twenty-first century will 

be more complex. Than those in the past and will require people with more advanced 

technical training.

Computers are playing a very important role in engineering education and practice. 

Computer use will increase mainly because advances in computer technology. In the 

twenty-first century, the engineering graduates should have a better background in 

economics, communication skills, and computer use, and a better overall view o f 

petroleum engineering industry than the petroleum engineering we are producing today.

As stated earlier, this century is an Internet age, so there will be less emphasis on 

textbooks. Web based teaching and studies will be more popular than the traditional 

studies using textbooks. In future, people will acquire more knowledge by making use 

o f Internet, but one o f the drawbacks is that people will acquire knowledge without 

paying for it, since most will have free access to Internet.

In addition, in this century, most classes will be taught through the aid o f 

compressed video (interactive TV), broadcast television (telecourse or teleclass), audio

graphics and audio-conferencing. However, the main disadvantage o f all these distance 

delivery options is that, there will be limited interactivity between the students and the 

instructor, and students with one another.

Furthermore, the emerging o f distant course delivery, will cause some professors to 

lose their jobs, because if  the classes are videotaped and the professors need not to be in 

present. Then, what the students need, is just to turn on the video, and listen to their
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classes in the absence o f professors, therefore less number o f professors will be required 

for teaching.

Moreover, students will not have the opportunity to express their views in the 

absence o f the professors. The face to face conservation and criticism amongst students 

will no longer be there. Some students learn more, when they share their views with 

their fellow students and professors in the classroom, because class discussion is an 

effective teaching aid. In addition, team amongst students will no longer be in existence.

♦ Internet will be a strong tool in this century, but may not replace the formal 

classroom, because students may still prefer classroom contact and interaction.

♦ Learning usually takes place better in a formal classroom. If not, people could have 

bought books, stay at home, and study, still people prefer to come to school and 

study.

♦ Students also learn more from other students by asking questions or questions that 

could arise from formal classroom discussions.

♦ Students need a professor that they can get comments from, that is why a formal 

classroom university education is necessary.

♦ If learning is based on Internet alone, students may learn less than the formal 

classroom education.

♦ To prepare a web-based course is very expensive and this discourages some 

professors from putting their lectures on the web

♦ The number o f students that will require need feedback from a web-based teaching 

will be large, for example, if  10,000 students have a access to web-based class, it will 

be a difficult task for one professor to reply e-mail to 10,000 students, grade their 

papers, and answer their questions.

♦ It will be hard for Internet to replace the practical engineering laboratories because 

engineers are trained to handle tools, and virtual aids, or computer graphics cannot be 

good alternatives to these practical engineering tools. Some universities have started 

to use virtual laboratories; still they have to provide mobile laboratories to help the 

students practically.
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♦ Textbooks will not be totally be replaced by Internet because people still like to see 

textbooks in real-life, even though the textbooks could be available on the Internet.

Whatever the future might hold, it is certain that we are presently in a dynamic 

technological society, which gives no indication o f slowing down. It most important that 

industry become fully alerted to the fact that the problems presented by this educational 

advancement are not only simply those o f the educators alone. It is worthwhile for the 

engineers to know that all problems are not new, some o f them have troubled man 

before. Therefore, engineers should be prepared for change and future challenges.

6.2 Recommendations

Petroleum engineering should be combined with chemical engineering, or with 

mechanical, or with industrial engineering, or with other engineering disciplines. This 

approach will prevent petroleum engineering students being skeptical when the oil price 

drops sharply. In essence, a petroleum engineer with a double major can easily transfer 

to other occupation when the oil price drops sharply. Also, this idea will help petroleum 

engineering departments to retain more students, instead o f losing their students due to 

ups and downs trend in the price o f oil.

Engineering communication and management have to be advocated for future 

engineers so that engineers could not only practice as field engineers, but also perform as 

technical managers. It is time that engineering management be made a mandatory course 

for engineering graduates. It is believed that an engineer with a management background 

(managerial skills) will be in a position to manage an engineering organization better than 

a graduate o f business management, who does not know much about technical courses 

and what are involved in an engineering set up.

Twenty-first century is an Internet age, so the engineers need to be taught how to 

develop and search materials from Web sites. Development o f Web page and accessing 

the Internet should be incorporated into engineering curriculum. Workshops and 

seminars should be organized for engineering students on the use o f Internet and the laws 

to protect the usage.
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Senior design course should be taught in both undergraduate and graduate levels in 

order to prepare the students for future research work. Again, statistics should be 

incorporated into petroleum engineering program since some statistical concepts like 

averages, mean, and probability are used in reservoir characterization, fluid flow through 

porous media, and drilling.

As far as curriculum is concerned, most universities are doing a good job  o f giving 

fundamental education in engineering principles. If suggestion might be made, it would 

be to put lay more emphasis on gaining a broader liberal education with particular 

emphasis on oral and written communication. Many companies have found it necessary 

to gain additional instruction in how to write and present reports. Students must not be 

weary o f  hearing how important English is. It is not enough to require English course in 

schools; these courses must be made interesting and practical. Students must realize that 

ability to write and speak clearly and that the point is relevant to the topic in question. 

This makes students to think clearly and logically.

It is important to seriously consider alternatives to the standard four-year bachelor’s 

degree. Many now recognize that four years is no longer enough for the formal education 

o f an engineer, about to enter a long life career o f professional practice. Engineering 

education has to be designed to cover a five-year period instead o f four. Future 

engineering engineers should have one full semester o f internship in the area o f 

engineering the student wishes to specialize. At the end o f the internship, the student 

should have a bound copy o f his or her report, which he or she will in turn present to the 

department.

Professors in engineering departments could teach the basic sciences, which the 

engineering students go to other departments and take. For instance, a professor with a 

chemical engineering background can teach chemistry. For instance, engineering 

professors can teach numerical analysis. When the engineering students take these 

classes outside the department, at times, they get scared away, thereby changing their 

majors to other non-engineering disciplines.
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Another important task the university should do for their graduates is to prepare them for 

the change from academic life to work in petroleum industry. Work in the industry 

during the summers should be encouraged, if  not required. The students should be 

encouraged to seek the road which will give them broadest experience until they can 

determine the field or specialty which offers them the most opportunities and interests.

In recent years, there has been a drastic reduction in most schools in petroleum 

engineering as shown in figure 2. Many prospective petroleum engineering students have 

the impression that petroleum engineering does not offer the career possibilities that some 

other more established civil, mechanical, and chemical profession do. They do not 

realized that petroleum engineers are called upon to handle problems in most in almost all 

phases o f engineering, and consequently, the course offers a well-rounded background 

and varied engineering background.

Petroleum engineers work, is a real and adventurous challenge. If the prestige and 

status o f the petroleum engineers and the oil industry can be raised, and if the schools can 

help transmit the message to new incoming engineering students, the enrollment will 

probably solve itself.
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